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B-Building Blooms 
Borrowing Budgett Bombs 
by Juliet Bailey construction is going accor-
"More··room". "No more ding to schedule. The steel is 
elevators". "Easily ac- up an.g the walls are now being 
cessible, Better -parking." worked on. If the weather 
"Classrooms closer together." . holds, a hopeful date of mid-
These are some o·f the respon- November is being set for the 
ses from staff, faculty and completion of the outer shell 
students when questioned , and brickwork. The total 
about the new building which completion date has been set 
will be the new home for the as· spring of 1983, ·once again 
school of Business and the depending on the weather and 
school of Allied Health the labor situation. A definate 
Professions. price could not be quoted at 
Tht: four story building was this time, but funding is being 
designed by Larry Hoffman of negotiated by Matt Wall the 
Levatich and Hoffman. Ar- vice president of development 
chitects, a local firm. It .!is of college relations. Tom 
being built by McGufre and Salm, -r vice president of 
Bennet of Ithaca. Ground Business Affairs is the project 
breaking ceremonies took d1rcctor and final decision-
place on May ·21st, and so far 
Befor_e ... , 
·And· Aiter. StoryP~e 12 
maker tor cost, budget, time 
schedule and effective 
operation. 
The· ground floor of the 
building will house nine 
classrooms. These will be used 
primarily by the Business and 
Allied Health departments, 
but other departments will 
also use the classrooms. This 
should help to decrease the 
present classroom crunch on 
campus. The second floor. will 
house the Allied Health 
clinics. These are prcsenuy 
dispersed between the Health 
Center, Rowland Hall, Lyon 
Hall and one of the Garden 
Apartments. All the labs for 
the Physical Therapy depar-
tment will now-be functionally 
related. There will be. a room 
specially designed for com-
puter readout and data collec-
ting. The Physical THerapy 
Jepartment will include three 
exercise rooms, a 
hydrotherapy laboratory, 
research labs and enough 
room on the same floor to 
allow the clinical physical 
therapists to have their own 
offices. The Ewing_ Clinic, 
which will almost double in 
'size, will also be on this floor. 
The Mcdicar record lab, the 
speech science lab, and the 
audiology therapy rooms will 
also take up their share of 
floor space. Because it is built 
- into the side of a hill, the 
building will be .easily ac-
cessible to the handicapped. It 
will be totally handicapped 
equipped inclu.ding special size 
bathrooms. There is a good 
possibility the clinics will serve 
as a referral center. This will 
provide the students with more · 
clinical experience before their 
senior or post-un.dergraduate 
years. The third floor will 
provide twenty-six offices for 
the Allied Health staff and 
faculty. Wtien interviewed 
about the new building Dean 
Koustaal said he is very en-
thusiastic about the project. . 
He has pictures of the building 
since its founding and intenc;Is 
to keep up on his pictoral 
story. He feels the new school 
will be able to provide students 
with· a comprehensive, 
theoretical, and- practical ap-
proaches close together.__,. He 
says he intends to make his 
clinics the best in- a radius of a 
hundred miles.-
The ,school of .Business \\'.ill 
be housed entirely on the four-
tfi floor. There will be more 
offices, a total _of . twenty-
seven, more floor space, areas 
for gathering, bulletin board 
- space and wider corridors. 
continued on page4 
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Enforced Law§ 
.Limiting Crowds 
by Judy Green 
What appears to be a recent 
"crackdown" on .. the enfor-
cement of occupancy limits in 
local bars and restaurants is 
not as sudden as it may seem, 
according to Ed Olmstead, 
assistant fire chief of the 
Ithaca Fire Department. 
"It started about three years 
ago in late 1978 when we did 
the measurements to obtain 
occupancy figures," said Olm-
~tcad. 
"Then in June of 198 I," he 
continued, "we sent letters to 
bar and tavern owners saying 
we would be enforcing (the oc-
cupancy limits) soon." 
For Ithaca bar owners and 
. fire officials, "soon,,. has tur-
ned into· "now,'j and for the 
past two weekends· fire, mar-
shalls have been closely sur-
veying the downtown.scene for 
overcrowding. 
· - Summons to a Sept. 8 
hearing have been issued to the 
owners of The Dugout, Mc-
'Cawbers, The Pines Tavern 
and Ragmann 's for being in 
violation of the fire code, a 
violation classified as a 
misdemeanor. 
"I think there _is a need for 
the complete reevaluation of 
occupancy limits. You can't 
judge a small bar. on the same 
scale with · places with 
capacities of 500, ,,, said Pines 
Tavern Owner Jim Verrichio. · 
Verrichio claimed that each 
bar should be judged in-
dividually as opposed to stan-
dard code regulations which 
the fire department fojlowed 
in determining the occupancy 
limits. 
, They are determined in 
several ways, accor.ding to 
Olmstead. Among the factors 
considcr~d are the number and 
size of exits, square footage of 
the place of assembly and 
structural modifications. 
Occupancy limits can be 
raised by the addition of struc-
tural modifications, such as 
doors or sprinkler systems. 
But these can be expensive 
changes, said Olmstead, and 
owners must ask themselves if 
it will be cost effective. 
"There shouldn't be any oc-
cupancy limits," said Dugout 
owner Thomas Kheel. "90 
percent of the c-ause of a fire i, 
in the building. If a building ,, 
in poor shape a fire will 
spread," he'continued. 
Kheel claimed the owner~ 
should be responsible for the 
occupancy limits. ' 
McCawbers owner Michael 
LoPinto, Jr. echoed that 
claim. "We've been open four 
years and we have always kcr-
people out (when its gott,' 
crowded)," he said. 
Since LoPinto works behim. 
the bar much of the time, a 
location fairly distant from thl 
exit, he said that for hi'> own 
safety he would not want to 
see McCawbers become so er 
('Wded 3.S to endanger lifL 
~,1fet\'. 
"I think it's unfortunate 
that I can't use my own 
reasoning for the limits," he 
said. · 
One · question that bar 
owners are raising is that of 
why the occupancy limits 
being so stringently enforced 
at a time when all the student\ 
arc returning to schoor and 
downtown Ithaca· 1s most 
crowded. 
"There's no way we caJ) 
facilitate· people overnight,'' • 
said LoPinto. If fire official\ 
continued ,m pugc· l'i · 
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INQUIRER. 
What do you think of the new business building? 
. 
'~ ;;;;, 
' .... ~ ... ·· :;_·."' 
. ~ ... 
··.-..:-. 
~ . 
David Drucker Mgmt. '84 
I think that the new building 
will be a great asset for the 
school and I wish I would still 
be here to use it. 
ERICPLICKERT 
Mark Young Business Mgmt. 
'84 
Being a business major it 
will make my classes more ac-
cessable. 
Stac)· Freed Comm. Mgmt. Debbie Goller Psych '82 
'83 I think that we need more 
I suppose it is a good in- housing instead. of a new 
ve~tmenr for the school and building. 
· will make things easier for 
busine~s 5tudents. 
Tom Verres Speech '82 
Instead of adding a new 
building they should build 
more parking lots. 
'. 
•I 
I 
Danny Green Comm. '85 
It's the best new building 
I've seen since I've_ been here. 
Nancy Goodfriend Psych '82 
Honestly I don't know 
much about it, but it does ex-
plain the tuition increase. 
Michael R. Smith Hist. '82 
It is a vast empty structure. 
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EDITORIAL 
In an effort to report campus affairs accurately 
and comprehensively "The Ithacan" staff tries to 
be aware of all events of concern to the I. C. com-
munity. " 
In the last issue of the Ithacan last spring, .a 
"Letter To the Editor" from an I. C. professor 
questioned a general lack of awareness regarding 
crime on campus. · _ 
He wrote the letter as a resuli of fife alleged rape 
of on; of his students by 'three Ithaca College men . 
Very few people knew of the incident, he claimed, 
although his student pressed charges against tfze 
men with the Ithaca police. 
In his letter, the professor wrote, "The members 
of a comm.unity ought to know what __ happens 
around them. " Among his charges of the ad-
ministration's, faculty's and students' lack of 
awareness he included the fact that "The Ithacan 
that week carried no word of it." 1 
This is a very troubling and accurate claim again-
.st the Ithacan since this newspaper should have been 
quick to report the incident. The truth is~ The 
Ithacan had no knowledge of the rape -- if we had, 
it certainly would have been covered. .:t. 
One of our chief goals is·to let the members of 
our community know ·"what happens around 
them." 
The problem is that all too often we are not 
aware of important campus· occurances and affairs. 
It is with pride The Ithacan 's banner reads "A 
Weekly Newspaper, Published Independently by 
the Students of Ithaca College. " We like to feel 
we are removed from the position of an ad-
ministration sounding board. 
. But as Students we may sometimes have trouble 
- finding out about all that goes on. 
We, at the Ithacan request that you -- members 
of our community -- help keep us informed. If you 
know of news that needs to be heard, let us know 
and we will do our best to follow it up. / 
Editor-j,n-Chief: Mona(!:inl? Editor: 
]ud_v Green 
N~ws Editor: Sports Editor: 
Dianne Williams Joe Halpern Howard Altman 
Business Manager: 
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O_pEds & Letfers 
Rally In D .. Co 
To the editor: - port tor programs that feed 
human potential, instead of 
-for inequitable budget cuts 
that destroy it. 
To The Editor: 
Alright, I can put up with 
living ··in a dormitory room 
with 2 other people and I will 
try to eat that Macke Food, 
but if there is one thing I can't 
stan~ about this place it's the 
weather! 
Rain, rain, and more rain. 
Is that all it does around here? 
And if yes, why didn't anyone 
bother telling me? When I 
visited l.C. last year, it was 
sunny and the students were 
playing Frisbee in the quads. 
Now all I see is umbrellas and 
wet hair. 
I figure I'll give the weather 
another week to redeem itself 
then I'll make the big decision. 
Transfer or suicide. 
A Desperate Student 
A massive rally is being 
organized to protest the 
Reagan- administration's 
budget cuts. On Sept. 19, 
Solidarity Day, the American 
Labor Movement and its allies 
will meet in Washington, D.C. 
to demonstrate that· Reagan 
holds no mandate from·- the 
people to eliminate vital social 
programs. 
Students, in particular, see 
at first hand the destruc-
tiveness - of the Reagan 
Revolution. We are being 
squeezed out of school by cuts 
in educational and financial 
aid programs, while tuition 
skyrockets. Now is the time 
for us to join forces with other 
groups - workers, minorities, 
the elderly, the disabled - to 
demand economic and social 
justice. I hope to a large 
delegation representing Ithaca 
Colle_ge students at the rall_v. 
Regina Kelhenny '82 
Seniors.,. :!Psyched.For §eme§ter§ 
·solidarity Day, organized 
by the labor' movement, has 
received endorsement from 
almost 200 national non-labor 
groups representing wom~n, 
minorities, students and 
professionals. These diverse 
groups agree that their well-
being tannot merely "trickle 
down» from above. They are 
joining together to show sup-
Like to write? 
"The Ithacan" 
Regina Kelhenny '82 
_Come to 
meeting 
tonite, Sept. 10, 8:30! 
--
Where? 
The Ithacan office 
(located in the basement 
of · Landon Hall) 
To the Editor 
This past Sunday night, the 
Senior Class held its first 
meeting in the Crossroads. 
There was a good turnout and 
committees were formed for 
events coming up this fall. 
The seniors will· kick-off 
their fall semester with a Pre-
Game Warm-up this Saturday 
in the Garden Apartment~ 
from 11 am until game time. 
A good· turnout is also expec-
ted in the Senior Section, on 
the SO-yard line, for this 
Sa_turday's football game. 
Other up-coming events for 
the fall are such things as a 
Mum Sale on Parents 
Weekend, the traditional 200 
Days Party, Senior Weekend 
in November, and a Winter 
Formal, along with much 
more_ The Seniors will be 
receiving a new•ktter this 
follr,wing week w1.11 a list of 
other events and their specific 
dates. 
We've got an excellent clas~ 
and arc excited about the even-
ts planned for this semester. 
The Senior Class Officer;-
Bill Meinel-President 
Sue Buczkowski-V .P. 
Scott Follett-Treasurer 
lvlira Leland-Secretary 
FRIDA\' & SATl 1RBAY ONLY 
COLLEGE 
OPEN HOUSE 
\\'ekome bal·k. e,·eQ·one. You're all 
invited lo our Annual College Open 
House. Come see the new Fall and 
Winter fashi~ms and join in on the 
savings. Refreshments will he serVl'd. 
lOZOff 
Everything in the Store 
(excludes merchandise already 
on sale.) 
ARI Winter Outerwear 
107.-30¼ OFF 
And only 10/ down. puts any coal on lay-wa). 
Turtle Neck Sweaters 
Fine rib turtlenecks in Fall fashion ~had~. 
Reg. )]J 2 For $14.99 NOW $7.99 
Oxford Shirts 
The classic, b11Sic, long sleeve, solid color Odord. 
Reg.SUI 
Trousers $15.99 
Menswear constructed. Poly, ra~on, clean or double pleated 
front. $19 99 
Reg. 528-530 Corduroy Jeans · 
S pocket We~lern sl)lt in great t·a11 colors. S-15. 
Cotton Turtle Necks $17.99 
Re~ister for $25 gift certificate drawing 
on Saturday. Refreshments will be served 
.* AP Pt Y FOR OUR EASY TO GET 
1.F.W-1-CHARGE 
l • 
-.._;.:.,.;: ... -.. __ . __ :-.:- - --; .;.-,-.,.:.- :~ -.- ,'"' ... :,.-;: .- -;,.:.- ~ 
THE ITHACAN 
~([))1l11Illl§cellirmg (:erm"ltce~ JFin.ds A New H~me 
And A N<ew' Approach 
By Peeka Bunnell & Diane 
Vaccaro 
The Counseling Center has 
a new family and home. It has 
been centralized to its new of-
fices on the fifth floor of Gan-
nett. A new director, Lynn K. 
Roney, and new staff member, 
·Bob McDonald, have joined 
Dean Brown and Dr. 
MulhoilaJ1d. 
Roney was appointed the 
director of the Ithaca College 
Counseling Center during the 
summer. She recently served 
as a staff psychologist with the 
University of Iowa's Coun-
seling Program. There she 
served as coordinator of ser-
vice groups and staff 
development programs. She 
brings to Ithaca a great deal of 
by Scott Purdy 
Elections for Student 
Congress will be taking place 
o_n the 16th of September. 
These ~lcctions ::ire for dor-
mitory representatives, school 
representatives, and off cam-
pus.representatives. 
Anyone may be nominated 
for these positions as long as 
they have at least a 2.3 
cumulative grade point 
average and are not on 
academic or judicial 
probation. People may 
enthusiasm and a good 
amount of experience · in 
creating a top-notch com-
prehensive counseling facility. 
The center offers a variety 
of services designed to ac-
commodate an students. 
Some of the basic services in-
clude:~ academic and personal 
counseling, career testing, self-
help groups, and different 
training sessions--all designed 
to promote student growth. 
Roney also adds that many 
,services are aimed at the 
faculty and staff in order to 
aid student development and 
create a campus more con-
. ducive to positive life ex-
periences. 
Brochures are available at 
the center on the different 
nominate themselves or they 
can be nominated by another 
person. The nomination 
deadline is .Monday, Septem-
ber 14th-. By this time all 
nomination forms must be 
submitted to the Student 
Government office on the 
third floor of the Union. 
_ For the first time there will 
be a formal campaigning 
period of two days when can-
didates may place posters 
around campus. The election 
committee feels that this cam-
paigning period will help can-
workshops offered. Some 
examples include groups 
dealing with stress 
management, communication 
in relationships, study skills 
and homesickness. Students 
are invited to stop in any time 
or call for an appointment. 
Roney and McDonald arc 
also affiliated with the coun-
selling services offered at the 
health center. 
In conclusion, Roney states 
"one of the major goals of the 
counselling center is to share 
its training in psychology and 
counseling with the campus 
community in order to foster 
student growth and increase 
personal development.'' 
didates because· it will help 
them to let people know who is 
running for which office. 
Anyone wishing a 
nomination form should go to 11ma------------------~en,.1c""P-L-1c·1< .. en·r-
the Student Government Of * building cont1·,1uedfirornpa 0 e I · 
- " will be more willing to come 
fice on the third floor of the The secretaries will have more and see them and not only 
student union. If you want to office room and a smalf recep- when it is an absolute 
get involved in student gover- tion area is also included. The necessity. 
nmcnt, but do not want to be a faculty offices will be small Dean Brown would also like 
member of congress there an:: but separate. All in all, the to make it known that he is 
plenty of openings in all areas. faculty seemed to be pleased !.till looking f')r ideas for the 
All you need to do to get in- about the move, noting that it outfitting of the school. He 
valved is to come to the office was often difficult to walk says if, anyone has any ideas of 
and say "I want to get in- · · back to their offices 1f they what a Business School "looks 
volved." only had an hour br~ak. They like", they should stop in to 
arc also hoping that students see him. 
DO YOUR PART 
FOR YOUR 
STUDENT CONGRESS 
,. 
REPRESENTATIVE 
WEDNESDAY 
SEPTo-16th 
lL@:J@ AM - ~:O@ P.00 
OFF CAMPUS RESIDENTS - UNION LOBllJY 
GARDEN RESIDENTS --UNION LOBBY 
HUDSON HEIGHTS RESIDENTS _;_ UNION LOBBY 
t~"~I •,.,.,,· '~i<.~ ·~,, : '' '·.'"'•., 
$:00 POO - 7:10 l?M 
QUAD RESIDEN'fS - QUAD LOBBIJES 
TOWER RESIDENTS - TOWER LOBBIES 
TERRACE' RESIDENTS - TERRACE DINING HA.LL 
/ 
-esidential 
y Diane Vaccaro & Peeka -baugh of the lower quad.s:-' 
" unnell They join second y:ear R.D. 's 
During the summer, the Of- Ned Waterbury, Beth. Ander-' 
.~ 1ce of Residential Life, son and Cyndi Daniels. 
. cated on the third flQor of . Rounding out the new residen-
t gbert Union, went through tial life team are Wendy _Fink 
\ arious. administrative - and Richelle Dade, both 
;' hanges. Ref?lacing John secretaries. · 
istretta in the· position of The renovations of Tallcott 
ssistant Director for Staff and Homes, two upper quad 
s nd frograms is Maria Pinto, dorms, were completed this 
~ graduate of Colorado State past summer. At the end of 
;; niversity.· Also joining .the August, before the students 
? taff_ are t~ree new resident return to campus, the housing 
· irectOrs: Rich Coutore of the staff, including resident direc, 
·' wer terraces;· Joe Plaksa of tors, head . residents and 
e west tower; and Eva Sta~- resident assist~nts, underwent 
alse 'Alarms 
Fuel Frustration· 
1 , Ni<;holas H. Knobil i· · 11 1s probably abouf two or 
·: ree in the morning. The i dio scanner is sitting on the 
'! 'dcboard silently switching 
: om channel to channel 
~ becking for calls. The alarm 
~ oes up; a nian_ startles up in 
., ed. He might wake up his 
r ife, or trip over.. !}.is 
irlfriend's scanties, but in less 
; an a minute he's gone. So 
~ oe~ the life of a fire man. 
) Unfortunately, if this poor 
; uy happens to ·be called .to 
. t haca Cqllege on the alarm, 
; e chances are one in four 
'. at it's an MFA, or Malicious 
~ alse Alarm. The ratio at 
: ornell is one in ·six. 
J Over the past six years, the 
· tio has fallen at C.U. and 
: sen at l.C. I met with Asst. 
' ire Chief Edward Olmstead 
· f the Ithaca Fire Dept. and he 
, b~erved, ''You will find that 
almost every major city or 
wn that the highest ratio of 
alicious False Alarms is in 
e lowest socio-economic· 
rea in the town. However, in 
: thaca we have the- highest 
oncentration within the two 
; ollege commumues~ were 
upposedly mostly educated 
nd fairly well off people 
ve." 
Still, it happens from 
time to tome) 
time t9 time, close. to five hun-
dred-times a year. · 
Perhaps you could attribute 
this to the happy-go-lucky · 
college student. Since 1967, 
eleven students have died ir 
dormitory fires; Ed Olmstca I 
was at every one, and accor- . 
ding to him, happy-go-lucky 
doesn't cut it. 
The Ithaca Fire Dept. set up 
in their typicar college dor-
mitOJY room training center 
with posters, rugs, t~estries 
on the walls and ceilings, beds, 
two windows, and one door. 
A fireman dropped a lit match 
into a wastebasket and five 
and one half minutes later the 
room was engulfed and flames 
were billowing out both win-
dows and the door. It takes 
five and one half minutes for 
the .trucks to get to the 1.C. 
campus from the Green St. 
station. 
You may think this·article-is 
designed to 'scare you. it is. 
This reporter has had the 
misfortune of witnessing quite 
a few fires, and they scare the 
bejesus out of me. 
Ancf there are 56 
professional and 76 volunteer 
firemen who are just as scared, 
scared enough not to have 
sympathy for the yah-hoo 
who's out for kicks. If you're 
·scared, go down to the station 
and find out a little-about it. 
TH.E ITHACAN 
an intense training program 
deSJgned to introduce resour-
ces available on campus and 
oromote staff cohesiveness. 
Pinto states that she would like 
to continue resident assistant 
training through the year on 
such. topics- as "Women in 
Society" and <::reate an 
awareness,- of hetero and 
homosexualitY:. 
Bill Perkins, A~sistant 
Director of Housing 
_'Operations states, · "there are 
presently thirty-five women 
left in lounges and over two-
hundred male arid female 
triples." He also adds that 
males will be detripled s·tarting 
at the end of this week. 
Women will be detripled once 
the lounges are clear. Septem-
ber 18th is the cut off day used 
to. determine who will receive 
rebates. If a student remains 
in a triple past that date be or 
she will be entitled to receive 
the one hundred and five 
dollar rebate. Perkins says he 
is unable to announce the date 
when the rebates will be 
available but the information 
will be forthcoming. There 
will also be a rebate for those 
living in a five-person garden 
apartment, yet that figur.e dif-
fers from the $105 previously 
mentioned. 
Perkins comments that the 
campus is presently at full 
residential capacity with the· 
freshpersons spread more 
e\'.enly throughout the cam-
pus. He says this should 
promote a more positive living 
experience. When asking one 
freshperson about hB· status in 
a triple he comments, "It's 
great! There's three times a~ 
many laughs, good times and 
good people." 
Important facts to remem-. 
Page5 
ber include the room change 
freeze which ends· Monday, 
September 14th. (See your 
R.A. for appropriate forms 
and guidelines). Also, the 
detripling list will be posted 
outside the Residential Life 
Office OJ! Tuesday, Septembe1 
15th. Finally, the waiting list 
for singles will begin on Sep-
tember 28th on a first-come-
first-serve basis for each class. 
In summary, Chris Horn, 
Director of Re,, '. 1tial Life 
adds this final note, "I'm 
looking forward to a good 
year. The Residential Life 
Staff is ·committed to 
reviewing different policie, 
and procedures. I support in-
creased ·involvement in 
student's input in this decision 
making process." 
ILiglhtt 
by Scott Purdy Abigail DeLoache, assistant The President's Council ap-
A $25 thousand lighting to the vice president of student -proved the budget proposal as 
system is being installed on the affairs, and Steve Wrrght, vice it was svJ;,mitted and arranged 
Ithaca College Campus. The president of campus affairs with a contractor for the work 
central quad, between the authored the proposal and to be done. 
Student Union and Dillingham .. brought it before the commit- Presently the wiring for the 
Center is the first area to be lit. tee. lights has.been installed in the 
The issue of campus The proposal was then sent central quad and the ceme11r 
lighting, or the lack of it, was to Richard Correnti, vice bases for the lighting fixtur .. 
brought before Student ,1resident for st~dent affairs, have been laid. As soon as th1. 
Congress last fall. Congress presented to the Board of cement has cured the steel light 
sent the· issue to the Campus Trustees and to the President's posts will be erected md the 
Life_Committee which stu9ied .Council for approval and system will be hooked up. The 
the issue and formul~ted_ a budget allocations.· 5ystem should be working 
budget proposal for lighting - - · . 
the campus. , continued on page 6 
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II - I I ATTENTIO ~ 1· 
I I 
ADMINHSTRA1'ION9 FAC1UIL'JI'¥ I 
&STUDENT§ I 
AN OUTRAGEOUS OJFJFIEIR ii ; 
' 
. Have you ever pulled a fire 
!arm?' Maybe - you werl' 
runic-, or pissed off at you1 
irlfriend, or maybe.you wcrl' 
ust up for some laughs. Ha\,· 
ou ever torclied a bulletin 
oard, or somebody's door? 
ow about the old spray can 
amethrower? These offensef-
nd others are punishable by 
cnalties ranging from a years 
uspension to arrest on second 
regree arson charges. 
The Ithaca Fire Dept. is glad ~ 
to talk to- prospective volun-1 
teer firemen:/women, or 
· anyone else for that m~tter. 
It's a dangerous job, liecause 
it's a dangerous business. 
Think aboufit. 
fi!lJt Ntur lork iimt, 
is ·Available Bl. S~1bscri(?tion throqgh the 
Bookstore For (1!, ~/ day J thats (5U!) OFF 
I 
Handloomed. handprinted cotton 
bedspreads, rugs, and tablecloths 
-:-from India 
Don't just put them on 
your bed ... you can hang 
them on the wall, use them 
on your table, for a sofa 
cover, how about curtains? 
Use }our imagination. 
Sp..,ods 
from 
Rugs 
from 
$4;95, 
. ... 
The NEWSTAND PRICE 
*lF()r more information contact 
Mary Cutler or Ellan Jones 
inn the C~llege Bookstore 
• 
AT THIS PRICE ONE CANNOT 
-RESIST THIS OFFER ! 
i • 
' 
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By Diane Vaccaro 
During the next four weeks ~ an interdisciplinary workshoJ; 
on West African dance will be 
conducted on the i.e. Cam-
pus. The departments of An-
thropology, Sociology, and 
Theatre Arts are sponsoring 
l e program which includes ne master classes, two 
-- demonstrations and various 
lectures. 
The workshop features Ali 
Abdullah as an in-resident 
guest artist. This is the first 
time that any department 
within Ithaca College spon -
sored an in-residence guest. 
Abdullah has developed <1 
research workshop which 
focuses on African culture and 
its relationship to and influen--
ce on African-American an 
forms. 
Joining Abdullah in the 
master class sessions is Vieu,; 
Diop, a West African drum-- -
mer. 
These classes are held froJ11 
3:30-5:30 pm on September 5. 
6, 12-13, 19-20, 26-27, and Oc-
tober 3 at the Dance Circle 
Studio (above !,1ifler's on East 
State Street). 
There is a 20 student 
limit; however, observers are 
welcome. Reservations to par-
ticipate in the class can be 
made with Eugenia Hoeflin, in 
the Theatre Arts Department 
(274-3345). These partipants 
will culminate the program on 
October 4th in a .pair or 
demonstrative lectures. They 
THE ITHACAN 
African Culture 
will be held in the Arena 
Theatre in Dillingham at 1 :30 
andAom.· 
Besides the ~aster classes, 
Abdullah is scheduled to ap-
pear as a guest lecturer in 
various courses in campus. 
These include Ray Davis, 
"Community Organizing" 
course on September 17 from 
2-3:15 pm in S-302. The 
scheduled topic is to focus on 
community development with 
special emphasis on the arts. 
On September 21, he will" 
appear in Thomas'· cours'e to 
discuss the film "African 
Drums and Music", the course 
meets from 3-4: 15 pm in F-
305. Abdullah's final 
discussion will he September 
22 i!l Davis' "Colonialism" 
seminar. Focusing on 
nationalist movements and 
dance expressions, the 
discussion will be from 7-8:30 
pm in F306. 
Besides the discussions, Ab-
dullah along with Tamba 
Borma, an exchange student 
from Liberia currently 
residing in Aurora, will lead 
informa) lectures on Septem-
ber 17 and 29 from 8:~0-10:00 
pm. Both will be held in F2IO. 
The first discussion centers on 
the African family and com-
munity-its structures and in-
terrelationships. The second 
will focus on . the political 
issues surrounding Africa 
today. Both .of these lectures 
are free and- open to the 
publk. 
In cooperation with 
Hoeflin, · Abdullah, Garry 
Thomas (anthropology) and 
Joan Walker (sociology) have. 
been instrumental in arranging · 
the program. Walker en-
courages the 1.C. community 
to take advantage of this 
unique opporunity since it 
"probes the universality of 
movement." 
* Downtown Crowds 
continued from page I 
had- waited three weeks, ~e 
felt, they would most likely 
have found much smaller 
crowds. , 
"They have a book rule --
all of a sudden they decide it's 
an important issue," said 
Kheel. 
Because of several major 
fires within the last year, Olm-
stead said fire officials are 
trying to increase emphasis on 
fire prevention instead of fire 
supress1on. 
In the past, he said, the 
preventative st~ps were low 
key, the main area being in 
public education. 
"Nationally, in the past ten 
years the focus has been 
changing," he said. 
Ithaca Mayor Raymond 
Bordonf said part . of the 
problem is because the June 
1981 letters which notified bar 
owners of an impending _ en:-
forcement of occupancy limits 
were not taken very seriously. · 
"I understand the economic 
.r~~~~~~~~~~~~c:>~~c,:i~~~~~~~ 
f Club & ~ 
§ Organization ~ f Presidents ~ 
§ ~ l Register your group by 1 
o 5:00 J? J\1I. Monday (; 
~ September 14th with ~ · 
~ the Office of Campus . ~ 
€ Acti~ti~inThe ~ ~ Egbert Unio·n. ~ 
-
It never rains in ltha~a . .. but man it pours 
-
~ 
·;) 
:1 
., 
~ 
~~ 
~ 
-'£ ;, 
l 
.1 
., 
ERIC PLICKERT 1 
·~ 
•-----------------------IJ 
h~rdships involved; if i were in department ·is getting both ] 
the busin~ss, I'd probably feel positive and negative feedback-~ 
threatened,.'' he said. But, he regarding occupancy limit en- '.1 
said, bar owners must be sen- forcement. "(like to think the ,1 
sitive to life safety in Ithaca. preponderance is in favor of ~ 
Bordoni plans to hold a what we're doing," he said. ':] 
meeting within the next couple "It's kind of hard for i 
of weeks where both sides can anyone with a rational mind to:/ 
voice their concerns. The constantly · listen to whai -,i 
meeting will be for Ithaca "could" -happen, when it ·=: 
common council members, probably-won't -- but with life ' 
police, and fire department safety, it's not a case of 
representatives, the city attor- playing the odds," ·said Olm- · 
ney, the· city prosecutoJ, the stead. [ _'· 
builqing commissioner, an 
ABC board representative, bar *. li~htin~ 
owners arid any interested 
people. · 
"It will be an informal 
session where we can under-
stand their problems and they, 
our concerns," said Bordoni. 
Olmstead said the fire 
continued from page 5 ' 
sometime in early October. 
In addition to the central -
quad, lights will be installed in : 
'E' lot. If there is any monci : 
left over from this project it : 
will be used to light additional ! 
areas of campus. ' 
' ' .... f'>, , .. ·.....-.::. ·_- ....... ' ' f ~ ~ *F 'R\n w _ f ~ SPEED UP YO~R LIFE_ l or 1nore .Ii~ o. ~ ROLL INTO THE WEEKEND 
~ Cain 274-3222 § !~ ~!'~E!~ !_ ~ _ 
1 g [ . Roll Into This 'Weekend t ~ ! On Wheels ! . 
;) J ·i JFree Bus Service Every Fri. 
r A i ~ Sat. Night 
B \1; • . ~ ~- t 
~ a : 
8 
~ i . EH~ A Ht 
~ ~ ~ ITHACA TO ROLLER-WORLD 81 fS SCHEDULE 
~ ... : TOWERS LOT"' J"' 8:20 · I 0: 1 O 
~ 9. :EGBERTUNION 8:~3-, 10:13 A • GARDENS 8:25' 10:15 R I ·-\';.. HUDSON HEIGHTS APTS B: 2i IO: 17 ~ ' . - _ _ ~ ...ARRIVE ROLLER WORLD .. :=.40 10:30 
~~~~....e:?.,~e;,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3 
-., 
A 
11:55 
11:58 
12:ciO 
12:02 
12:15. 
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The lthocan's Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
Moanin9 to the Ramones 
y Howard Altman 
If you like the sound of jets 
king off at Kennedy airport, 
en the· Ramones' show at · 
UNY Binghampton last 
riday night was. the show for 
ou. 
The ·evening wasn't a total 
ss however, because the 
pening act stole the show. 
ven though they are the quin-
essential "B Side" group, 
lotto proved that hype and 
Iory notwithstanding, the 
ream rises to the top. 
Blotto combines musical 
alent with a flair for the 
heatrical to parody and spoof 
ontemporary society. As a 
ead in to "We are the Now 
ones" the band did a send up 
f top )40, and all _purpose 
ounge bands (the kind you 
ould see at the Holiday Inn 
' n a Saturday night). They 
ent into a few verses of Jim 
arrol's, "People who Died," 
ombining Carrol's psychotic 
rics w·ith a top 40's disco 
eat. The effect worked, 
specially for a crowd that had 
ome from as far away as New 
ork City to see the antithesis 
f mellow, the Ramones. The 
ct set up "We are the now 
ones", and kept a steady 
acing. 
Pacing is an even harder 
roblem for a band that relies 
n theatrics as well as music, 
o entertain the audience. For 
the most part, Blotto's skits 
were interesting except for the 
white cream in "I Wanna ·be a 
Lifeguard", which became 
cumbersome after a while·. 
On stage, Blotto seemed · to 
be enjoying themselves; the at-
titude they conveyed to the 
audience is that they don't 
take themselves too seriously. 
With a name like Blotto, how 
can you? Just because they 
don't . take themselves too 
seriously, doesn't mean that 
they don't take music 
seriously. They are tight both 
·instrumentaly and vocally. 
Although most of their songs 
sounded like a cross between 
Motown and Punk, the band 
really kicked ass on "I Think 
I'm Turning Into A Heavy 
Metal Head." For anyone 
coming to see good old raucus 
rock, this was the best oppor-
tunity of the night. 
Blotto took the stage for the 
encore and was greeted with 
undeserved· "boo's." The 
crowd was getting reved to see 
the Ramones. When they 
' finally did appear, two things 
were evident: first, the volume 
was turned up to at least twice 
that o.f Blotto's music, and 
secondly, Joey Ramone was in 
the Twilight Zone., The four 
leather clad hoods from 
Queens came on and mugged 
; the audience with a barrage of 
noise, whipping up the crowd 
to a frenzy, before going into 
their first song. This, unfor-
tunately was the highpoint for 
the Ramones, • because it 
became· quite obvious· that this 
was nclt ·to be one of their 
more memorable performan-
ces. 
Standing right under the 
stage was like standing unde.r 
the El statio~ in Woodside, the 
noise was.unbearable. Hoping 
it would be better in the back 
of the gym, I retreated to the 
bleachers, 1 had just wasted 
my time though, because the 
sounds were echoing off the 
wall of the small gym and 
most of the lyrics 
inaudible. 
One of the problems the 
Ramones had, besides the 
poor mix, was the inability of 
the band to keep a steady ' 
pace. Joey would start to 
speed up the lyrics, and the 
· rest of the band tried to keep 
up. This kept.going on until it 
sounded like the Ramones 
were in a hurry to catch a 
plane. A fourteen year old 
girl, who was standing next to 
me, summed it all up when she 
said, "Hey man, somebody 
just pissed on my leg.'' So 
much for the Ramones. 
DeeDee Ramone (Right) 
Blotto (Below) 
DowniOwn Bars: A Real Variety 
By Chris Rutken 
Ragmans has, been a 
favorite of I.C. students who 
are looking for a mellow- place 
to harig out. r:Jeil, a barten-
Jer, exptams that there 1s a 
''mellow. atmosphere" and 
"usually older" cro_wd 
(meaning juniors and seniors). pigher priced than some of.1he 
Ragmans serves sandwiches . ~ther bars in this review, but 
from 11 :00 a.m .. to 9:00 p.m.:· ;the atmosphere is worth 
Strawberry Dacquiries are a lpaying extra. 
specialty of Ragmans. , Also Kelly's Drydock 
featured _are 2& dome~t~ a_nd . Kelly's Dr_Ydock ope~ed up 
Jmported beers including Pnor m Ithaca this summer. For-
pn tap. Drinks · are slightly __ m~rly the Hot~l Leonardo, 
,• 
• ln,n11n 4IPYnndpr 
~this location has changed ' The Pines has a very 
.dramatically. The change is unusual happy hour . which 
'undoubtedly for. the better. begins at 8:00 a.m. and runs to 
\The atmosphere is comfor- 6:00 p.m. If you want a low 
'table and there is an "all priced beer at 8:00 in the mor-
around crowd" according to ning, the Pines is the place to 
John, the manager. go. Each week night feature~ 
Kelly's has a wine cellar. a different specialty and Old 
The wines are · reasonably Vienna is always on special. 
priced and available in half The Haunt 
bottles. Kelly's also has a The Haunt is famous for its 
good selection of beer, 23 Friday afternoon happy hour. 
domestic and· imported. A new feature this year will in-
Drinks are reasonably priced. elude half priced drinks an,. 
Sandwiches and steamed drafts on Monday nights. 
clams are available from 11 :00 John, the owner, comme111, 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. that students should "take . 
Simeons trip off the strip to Ithaca., 
Simeons is a very attractive musical stronghold." The 
bar. The setting is much dif- Haunt is featuring some good 
ferent than any bar in Ithaca._ music this month and may he 
Andy, the owner, says worth checking out. 
there are-"many coilege-kids',', · The Haunt is frequented , 
·the mood is "under con- mostly by Ithaca College 
trol" and is "high energy". ' Students and some Cornell 
Frozen drinks are a students and local residents. 
'specialty and are reasonably The Dugout 
priced. There is also a.special The dugout is "mostly I.C 
1 on draft beer. students, some Cornell" ex-
' 1ne .t'mes 'plains Mark, the owner. He 
The Pines is basically an:,, also said the · Dugout is a , 
lth~ca College bar. Dave, the-';; 'good place to come .down · 
bartender, explained that th( ~md meet people": · 
Pines is -"3/4 I.C. students~ The Dugout is famous for 
and 1/4 Cornell _students and.;; 'Dimeys" on Tuesday night~-ll 
local people". Dave also said ~ fhere are also specials on • 
that most of the customers are.5 Wed.· and Thurs. nights. 
upperclassmen, and that there i::Drinks are reasonably priced 
~e also "alot of athletes". · ~and ·rrozen dacqufrics arc scr-
!· 
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On® Night Stand 
Arr The Strand 
by Sandy Broverm!n - temporaries, the Zobo Funn 
Filling up the entire theater, Band also experiments with 
music lovers crowded the contrasts in tempo, dynamics, 
aisles of the Strand last Sun- · and musical form, tantylizing 
day night awaiting the reunion the listener's e~rs with their. 
of the .legendary Zobo Funn very own brand of ·~unexpec-
Band- As the magical-looking ted othernesses." lnter-
master of ceremonies twining scales, dizzying riffs, 
welcomed the band, the past unique rhythmic patterns, and 
__ was converted into the subtle silences are all blended 
present, and the Zobo Funn into Zobo's music creating a 
Band once again became a one-of-a-kind· experience for 
reality. music listeners of today. 
The ·zobo Funn Band is an Among many of the 
original electric rock & roll evenings highlights was a 
band with a lot of versatality, James Campagnola tune, 
and a unique style which puts "Only Kidding" (formerly 
them in a class of their own. "Son of 'Go For It'"). Cam-
Although a large portion of pagnola, Zobo's sax player, 
their music is jazz-flavored, just recently recorded this 
one can detect everything from song in Holland giving it in-
reggae to new wave in their ternational recognition. 
wide-range repertoire. For· both Zobo fans and 
Beginning on a very subtle newcomers to their music, 
tone, Zobo opened the show Michael Wellen's. "Song for 
sunday night with "When You Icarus" mesmerized the enfire 
Shine", a tune written by the· audience. Wellen's mastery of 
band's main coordinator and both the_ · drums and 
songwriter, Jeremy Werbin. vibraphone was evident as his 
As soon as the music started, music mystified the air. 
most of the audience stood up The encore of sunday 
to sway with the music, night's performance was a 
creating a flow of music and combination of "Space 
movement throughout the Machine" and "Js This All 
theater. , That There Js". This was 
Like Beethoven surprised quite a reflective choice as we 
his audiences with stabs of wonder, "Is this ... really .. 
"unexpected othernesses" un- .all that there is?" 
familiar to' his classical con- The versatile musicians of 
''To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
H&·H 
lOQUOR AND WINES 
\ -
CLOSESTUQUOR STORE 
TOlC. L"'AMPUS ·' 
2 I ~, ON THE COMMONS 
''h.•aluring the Fines I Selection of .N. Y; Slate Wines" 
Afternoon 
: DELIVERIES 272-2111 
HOMESI_CK ?? 
Tlhle Jithaca College 
Cowumseling_ Center is-
offering a group on 
' Coping with Homesicka 
rmess (or H;ow 'I learned 
to llove Ithaca in Two 
Weekso) 
~Call ··274~3136 
1I or .more inTorma-tion. 
the Zobo Funn Band have 
been very busy since they spliJ 
up almost two years ago ... 
--Jeremy . Werbin, 
songwriter, coordinator, 
guitarist, and vocalist for the 
band created the Werband, • 
an Ithaca-based band, some 
time after the break-up. Wer-
bin and his band just recently 
finished up a Demo tape in 
pursuit of a record contract. 
--Michael Wellen, Zobo's 
drummer, can also still be 
heard in the Ithaca area. Tap-
ping the beats for at least 
seven or eight different bands 
in the past few years, Wellen is 
presently performing · with 
such local artists as Peggy .._ 
Haine, the Local Dogs, and ~ 
the ever-popular Sinbad. -~ 
--David Arnay, master of; 
the keyboards for Zobo, has t 
spent most of the past year or · 
so playing with Sinbad also. 
Although Arnay is no longer 
doing gigs with Sinbad, he is 
still active in the ,Ithaca jazz 
scene. 
James Campagnola and David Torn of Zobo I 
Eventually, the Gumbo band "jingles" in the New Yorki 
also split up and their drum- City area. - i 
mer met up with Twomey in --David Torn, Zobo's lead!· 
the city to'form a modern pop guitarist, and vocalist has cer·l · 
trio, The Commotion. The tainly been very busy_ in thef· 
Commotion, which now in- past couple of years. 
eludes a third Gumbo mem- Although Torn occasional!). 
ber, Chielle . Minuche, · · is pops into the Ithaca area to do 
presently working on· recor- a gig with the Blues Ranger,, . 
ding an album in England. he has recently been playing ·. 
Along with The Commotion, with inany out-of-town band1,' 
--A little further away from 
home, is bass-player James 
Twomey. At about the same 
time that the Zobo Funn Band 
split, Twomey also stopped-
playing with Gumbo, an 
Ithac_a-based jazz fusion band, 
to go down and try out his 
talents in New York City. fwomey is also doing continued on page 16 
Learn The Realisms of-The · 
"'Preppy'' Way of Life as_ Told By 
Lisa Blrnbach In Her· --Discussion_ 
of 66Prep 101! 9 - -
Proudly Brought to You by The 
Speakers Committee of The · 
*STUDENT--ACT.IVITIES BOARD 
' 
_ I II I,// I I ,I I J. I I_ 
PREPPY 
H'AN 1)--B().()K 
T hct1rsr~uHh:'co ih,·Tr,1Ju.10n I 't· ~fanncrisms. Eciqueue, l .. 
Dress Codes. The fan>il1. \-Im, w 
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Monday, Sept. 21st 
' .,· 
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Ford Hall~-.l~C. 
Time:·· 
8-:00 J>.M. 
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By ~obert Cushing 
THE ROLLING STONES-
TATTOOYOU 
To: Mick Jagger and Keith 
Richards, 
I would like to take this,op-
poriunity to thank both of you 
for'rock n roll. ·1t first occured 
to me that both of you were in-
terested in rock music when 
you released Bud.dy Holly's 
Not Fade Away back in 1964. 
And I guestt you've continued 
your trend of recording music, 
because then you decided to 
release (I Can't Get No) 
Satisfcati~n, which 1 kind of 
like a lot. 
But you also like to ex-
By Keith Styrcula 
The Bookstore Question 
HELD UP WITHOUT A 
GUN? 
[t is "conflict of interf;s(" 
for a college to require you to 
obtain books for your course 
and then sell them to you'? 
The situation: a student 
(me) has waited until the very 
last moment to buy the 
requiured text for Intro to Lit. 
His problem, of course, is 
money and although it's really 
not much of a solution, the 
periment a little too. I ex-
pecially like your song~ Dan-
delion and Happy. After 
those songs, (and many 
others), it nnally dawned on 
me that you decided to stay 
together in the same band and 
continue to write songs as 
England's most talked about 
rockstars. And people were 
actually gathering in music 
halls, sports arenas, and air-
plane hangers to see you guys 
play your songs live. I mean 
even my mum and dad started. 
talking about you; and my 
personal hygiene instructor 
even bought Get Yer Ya-Va's 
Out. Or maybe he was-just 
\ ' 
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referring to the pieces of onion 
stuck in my teetch. At any 
rate, both of you, plus your 
band members through the 
years, Brian Jones, Mick 
Taylor, Ron Woods, Bill 
Wyman, and Charlie Watts 
should be given five gold stars 
for your contributions to rock 
n roll. · 
What? Oh, the new Rolling 
Stones album? ~ If you're a 
Rolling Stones fan, you should 
immediately part · with a few 
dollars and buy it. And if 
you 're not a Rolling Stones 
fan, stop being a retard and 
hop on it. This new record is· 
cultivated stuff, full of 
student in question decides to the student peels it back, he 
put off buying the aforemen- sees that the book brand new 
tioned · book as long as was $3.25! According to the 
possible. bookstore's economics, a used 
Well, "as long as possible" book appreciates in value 
is up. It is now a necessity for rather than depreciates, much 
that student to amble up· to like an antique .. or gold! 
the college bookstore and pur- , This, unfortunately, is a 
chase that annotated version true story. And it is countless 
of Melville's Moby Dick. anecdotes such as these that 
Hoping to save a buck or two have prompted students to 
by obtaining a "used" copy, grumble as their book-buying 
the student turns to the aisle costs mount semester after 
that specializes in sec-0nd-hand semester . . . with a Physical 
hooks. He finds it. He opens· Therapy co-ed recently 
the cover to find the price moaning about an 
"$4.95 MC" it reads, right astronomical $237. 13 total! 
.next to the "USED" sticker. Because the J.C. Bookstore 
But wait a second. There's is a virtual monopoly on cam-
an original price beneath that pus, our money-tight students 
yellow used label. And when continued on page 20 
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traditional Stones material Ramones best album to date. 
and plenty of Jaggar- Producer Graham Gouldman 
growling. And there's more has formulated a definative 
. reasons why this album is sound. for T!:ie Ramones, and 
kingly. Bob Clearmountain that transiates to a fun tin1c 
mixed the bloody stuff and has guaranteed for all. Graham is 
done another outstanding job. a great, great--man and if it 
This guy is going places; and takes The Ramones to in-
when you're working with The troduce this guy to you, then 
Stones, that's kind of all the better. 
inevitable. You have to realize that 
Start Me Up is a bona fide Graham is the same mortal 
smash; and most of the tunes that helped pioneer music as 
on side one are "hot stuff". we know it toda~ . He was a 
Side two offers a mellower hit· songwriter for The Ho111es 
Stones, and it contains some (Bus Stop, Look Through Any 
of their better ballads. Tops, Window), The Yardbirds (For 
No Use in Crying, and 'Your Love, Heartful of Soul), 
Waiting on a Friend all stand. and The Herman's Hermits 
out as exceptional material. (No Milk Today). He also 
My only gripe is against the joined forces with The Min-
obvious coinmerical campaign dbenders in the late 60'~ which 
of stacking the sides: Side One eventually lead to the for-
is hot rock, and Side Two is mation of 10cc. He has con-
ballad rock. I like my Stones Si\lCntly contributed to pop 
mixed. And it goes withc>Ut music in-one form or another. 
saying, but once a Stones fan-: And now, producing The 
always a Stones fan. Tattoo Ramones. Well, it may seem 
You is a must for everyone. like an unusual combination, 
but by gum it works! 
The Ramones are res:· )n-
sible for dementing me per: 
THE RAMONES- rnanently with such classics as, 
PLEASANT DREAMS Teenage ·Lobotomy, I Wanna 
"Hye-Ho, Let's Go!" The 
Ramones have released 
another album, and that's 
good new for anyone who en-
joys listening to rock n roll. 
But there's more reasons why 
Pleasant Dreams is the 
Be Sedated, and Chinese 
Rock.· Last year's End Of The 
Century was released with Phil 
. Spector's name stamped all 
over it, but their songs ~till 
managed to break-through 
~~.tt.·,.~ THE STATION foY':~"'~~ if~-~¼'~-
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Butt Seam Any Size 
lap Seam 
Safety Liner 
Heater (thermostat) 
Frame 
House of Shalimar 
the wsterbed people 
Commons Pyramid 
273-7939 257~2222 
39.95 
59.95 
10.00 
50.00 
50.00 
~===~ 
A colorful armosptwre 
from out of the past 
for y·our d,ning en,cyment 
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FOOT OF WfST BUFFALO ST TO 200 
SAVE MONEY WITH TAKE-OUT FOOD 
FROM OUR DELI and BAKERY DEPTa~ o' 
* OVERSIZE SANDWICHES 
*SUPER S·UBS 
* PIZZA BEE~ SODA 
* READY TO EAT MACARONI SALAD 
* COOKIES, ROLLS & BREAD· 
Saturdays Til Midnight • Sundays 8 am • 6 pm 
FOOD STORES 7 42 .s:. ·Meadow St., It~aca 
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~~n- 0 c:Y&··, __ :·o So·mething 'For EveryOne 
By Debbie Green 
The Student Activities 
Board, alias SAB, is a non-
profit, student run 
organization which is respon-
5ible for the majority of 
organized student events 
which occur on the Ithaca 
College campus. SAB supplies 
· a diversity of both entertain-· 
ment /and educational ac-
uv1t1es. There is something 
for every member of the I.C. 
community to take part in and 
enjoy. 
SAB is funded by Stud.ent 
Government, which grants the 
Board a yearly allotment. 
That lump sum is then 
distributed among . the in- gettin.it students involved, and 
dividual committees according ,making Ithaca College a ·fun 
to the financial need of each. and. exciting place to be. The 
Last year was a successfuly Committees are as follows .. 
one for SAB, and according to · Bureau of Concerts 
the new chairperson, Chairperson: Ellen 
Stephanie Obenneir, this one Youngst1;in 
looks just as promising. 
Stephanie has a competent 
staff working for her, and sbe 
is excited about their plans for 
the new school year. She says 
they are off to a great start&. 
already. J 
The Student Activities 
Board is broken down into 
twelve committees. Each is 
headed by a chairperson, and 
all have one goal in common --
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE· 
~ 
b,· Sandv Broverman portrays a woman~ ·who has 
· The Strand Theater, opening Jost custody of her son because 
the fall season with "THE of physical abuse. Pregnant 
ZOBO - FUNN BAND again, Dessie struggles with 
REUNION" kicked its way in- bills she can't pay, a life she 
to an exciting month of enter- can't manage, and the over-
tainment last S_1mday night. whelming feeling that she 
This ·is the l~gest and most bc~ober a~d the · special guest 
well known of the SAB com:. has not yet been announced. -
mittees. Each year the Bur$ _Community Activities 
of Concerts puts on four Chairpersons: Wendy 
shows, one being a free con-\,- ·Lebowitz aqd Ann Chfpourns · 
cert in the Spring. The first This committee· is designed 
show this year will be in mid- continued onpoge2 · 
YOU ARE INVITED 
-SEPTEMBER 17 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Jo~ Room, 7-8 pm 
SEPTEMBER 23 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room: 7-8 pm_~---
OCTOBER 1 
- LONDON CENTER PARTY 
Union Dining Hall, 8:30 pm 
Chat with former 
London students. 
Slides, Snacks, Beer. 
I.D._ Card Required. 
COME BY THE OFFICE ANYTIME 
Muller ~18 
274-3306 
Applications Due-October 
The Strand is aiming to can't do anything right. 
bring more of a variety of en- Although the actual play is 
tertainment into the Ithaca only 45 minutes long, the 
area this year, says Ede drama continues as the writer 
Stewart, director of booking and performers draw the 
and promotion. Coming up audience into a post-show 
on Sept. 16, is an intense soc;ial discussion to provide a 
drama entitled , "Dessie''. solution to Dessie's struglle, 
"Dessie" is the nation's most and to recognize the issue of 
widely acclaimed drama about child abuse in d1e real world 
child abuse, having been today. This one-of-a-kind 
presented over 400 times, in 33 performance wiH IJ_egin at 7:30 
stares and abroad. "Dessie" contini.ed on page J 5 · l~~X~~,~~~~5~Sl~~:5t~~~,~~~~~y~j}~~5'~5i~.Z3'~5i~~3-:(5'-C'95~.9-C'.if:5-:?.9-C'.if.5:?.9-C'9:':-i?S,~j8 
~:::=~=:::::::zm::::::;;;;~ 
'. • - ,-'> ,, I 
Binghamton Concerts 
§~uu)hside J([])hl11ill71Y 
·& 
' 
1I'he Asbu1ry Jukes ! 
Wntlhl §peciaH Guestto 
1Frrnrll~y September 18tHnc 
/ 
!Doors (())perm a~ 8:00 JP> .M. At t_he Sunny Bring. 
West Gymnu. · 
*1I'iclkets are avaOablle att 
The Record People -
on the Ithaca Commons-
,*Reserved_Seats Only 
Available at S~ny Bing.-
-
rsn: .. - Sf5 -= 
.. .... ,·. 
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_l,_r'NII .'-t(,:<1/,." & ,'-;P<if~mt/ · 
·· JJ ,,rm.f"rif'ndl_y .4tmosph_erP -
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MADAME ZSA ZSA'S 
STARS 
FOR THE WEEK 
ARIES (MARCH 21 - APRIL 
19) - Your moon is in saturn. 
This is the time for you to 
shine. Financial situation 
looks good. 
TAURAS (APRIL 20 · MAY 
20) - This week your wildest 
dreams can come tr.ue with a 
Gemini. Make your move. 
GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUNE 
·21) - This is a time of inner 
conflict. Look to new 
horizons for the answers. 
-
CANCER (JUNE 22 · JULY 
22) _ - Take precautions with 
your health. Wear your rub-
bers when you good out. 
LEO (JULY 23 - AUGUST 
22) - You'll meet a new love 
this week. Good appearance is 
a must. Beware of zits. 
VIRGO (AUGUST 23 - SEP-
TEMBER 22) - -stay on your 
gu_ard. - Beware of aggressive 
Aries. Don't lose it. 
LIBRA (SEPTEMBER 23 -
OCTOBER 23) - Shower your 
love with affection. Give them 
everything you've got. 
SCORPIO (OCTOBER 24 
NOVEMBER 21) - New frien-
ds may lead you down a path 
of trouble. Stay away from 
Sagitarians. 
SAGITARIUS (NOVEMBER 
22 - DECEMBER 21) - -
Trouble with school or 
business. Lover will walk out .' 
on you. Stay away from high 
places. 
CAPRICORN (DECEMBER 
22 -JANUARY 19) - Stay 
1way from •strangers. Take 
;aution in business transac-
ions. Deals with Pisces bring .. 
uck. 
.~QUARIUS (JANUARY 20 -
1;EBRUARY 18) - Av11id 
ravel.. Limit contacts with the 
•pposite sex. Take ad\ 1ct 
from a Cancer. 
PISCES (FEBRUARY 19 -
MARCH 20) - Blondes wil! 
shower you with love. Yoi, · 
will shower with blcfodes. 
~©WOO ooa~iK\JOOLUa.ce 
rJl\J ~~©'1 al[OO)WCf.!4~J~N 
0111,,1 
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Bombers Blast Bloomsburg 35.,,.0 
This past Saturday, 968, the 
road to Ithaca College was 
crowded· by a line of cars. 
The5e cars were on their way 
to South Hill Field to watch 
Ithaca College battle Bloom-
sburg State College in the 
season opener for both 
squads. More than 6000 
people crowded South Hill 
Field, all of them anticipating 
another great season opener 
from rhe Division Ill 
powerhouse Bombers. 
Ithaca came out of the 
locker room roaring with 
determination and won the 
coin toss. On their first play 
l ' \ ted Gerrv Coooer at the 
. L ___ J/ \ '.halfback position and the 
1 i 1 ; 1~ {', junior from Ocean Township, 
l X ! ; N.J., responded by going 35 
... ..; /~}~-:~ yards down the sideline for fir,:.,\ I.C. 's first score. Ed Kracke, 
.,.;;.,2t-f!fr a six foot, sever\ inch basket-
' ,-,:~~:~:::ball player, playing . his first 
~;,.--~, 
···,:·:year of football, split the 
from scrimmage the Bombers 
looked great as Doug DeCarr 
hit Jim Duncan with a 15 yard 
pass. But on third down and 
four at the Bloomsburg 35, 
DeCarr's pitch to halfback 
John Koob got loose and was 
recovered by a Bloomsburg 
player. 
This sloppy play charac-
terized the first quarter as both 
teams exchanged interceptions 
and fumbles. Cornerback 
Tom Schwan put Ithaca in 
great scoring position when he 
intercepted Bloomsburg quar-
,terback Kurt Werkheiser deep 
in Bloomsburg_ territory. 
Coach Jim Butterfield inser-
uprights for the extra point 
and gave Ithaca a 7-0 first 
qcarter lead. 
Turnovers by both squads 
continued into the 'secopd 
quarter as cornerback Bren-
dan McCormick intercepted 
another Werkheiser pass to put 
I.C. in great scoring pos1t1on. 
Cooper, using some great 
blocks from Kirk Jonah and 
Hal Cole, brought Ithaca 
down to the Bloomsburg goal 
line. But when he tried to hit 
paydirt, Cooper was stripped 
of the ball and Bloomsburg 
recovered it in the end zone. 
Trailing 7-0 at this point, 
Bloomsburg tried desperately 
to tie the score, but the Bom-
ber defense· was just too 
tou~h. Linebacker Dan 
Lanoir dove on a loose ball 
to give Ithaca posses1on at the 
Bloomsburg 20. Halfback 
John Koob took a pitch from 
DeCarr and ran, untouched, 
20 yard5 into the endzone' for 
another I.C. score. Kracke 
split the uprights again to give 
Ithaca a 14-0 second quarter 
lead. 
Bloomsburg tried again to 
get back into the ballgame as 
they threatened to score with 
the half ticking away. But the 
J.C. defense held· tough once 
again on fourth down and 
one at the 25 to stop the 
Bloomsburg drive. 
Cory Davies took over for 
DeCarr at quarterback and 
dro~e the Bombers down field 
with some fabulous quarter-
back option runs. On fourth 
and three, with 45 seconds 
left, fullb.ack Mike Moreau 
bulled his way into t-he end 
zone to give the Bombers their 
third score of the game. 
Kracke was perfect again as -
the Bombers went into the 
locker room leading 21-0. 
The sloppy play of Bloom-
sburg continued into the 
second half as free safety Bob 
Campese picked off another 
Werkheiser pass at th·e Bloom-
sburg 34 yard line. Ithaca 
drove down to the Bloom-
sburg three on great running 
- r Jim Giruzzi and Gerrv 
Looper. DeCarr rolled out at · 
the three yard line and hit tight 
end Jeff Lacey in the end_ zone 
for the touchdown. Kracke 
split the uprights once again as 
I.C-. took a 28-0 lead. 
Coach Jim Butterfield 
acknowledged the fact that his 
squad was in complete control 
by inserting .1talented 
sophomores into the game. 
These sophomores responded 
fabulously as defensive backs 
Future Bombers-Gear Up 
By Michael A~·ala 
With the varsity football 
season opening up this past 
Saturday, everyone on campus 
was overcome by some form 
of "Bomber Mania." Varity 
"Bomber Mania" that is. Yet 
a look across the practice field 
will reveal a group of en-
1 h u5iastic freshmen . butting 
head~ in preparation for their 
opener September 29, against 
Alhany State. 
In the middle of all the "five 
on five drills" and "pass 
,kelctons" stands Kevin Spen-
cer, new head coach of fresh-
men football here at Ithaca 
College. · 
This is Kevin Spencer's first 
yl'.ir, in replacement of A 
Wolski, as freshmen coach, 
but by no means can he be 
considered "inexperienced." 
He graduated from 
Springfield College in 1975 
and starred in football and 
lacrosse while attending. His 
first year out of school, Coach 
Spencer was a graduate 
:tssistant at Cortland State 
where he coached not only 
football, but lacrosse and 
wrestling as well. 
After a year, Coach Spencer 
moved on to a coaching 
position at a private high 
school in Detroit where he 
coached football and lacrosse 
for three years. From 1979 to 
1980 he was a part-time coach 
of football and lacrosse at 
Cornell. His apprenticeship Coach Spencer and his staff 
served, Coach Spencer jumped wasted no time in their search 
at the chance to be head for foot,ball talent, realizing 
freshmen football coach at that the.heart of any football 
Ithaca College when the job program is its ability to 
opened la~t spring. : re.emit. Coach Spencer seems 
Coach Spencer is not alone to feel that the hard work has, 
as he is backed up by a very paid off and that this 
impressive coaching staff recruiting year has been a sue-
whose members include: John cessful one. 
Felker, winner of the 1978 "Based on the observations 
Cebring Award for outstan- and comments of the varsity 
ding athlete at Ithaca College; coaches, they were particularly 
. Tom Polkcary, a four year pleased with the recruits.' Just 
starter for Ithaca College looking at them on the field, 
footb,all and captain in 1978; their physical size, strength 
Tony Grosso, former coacli of and agility shows that we are 
Cornell football; and Fred. g-oing to ha,ve some very good 
Yaple, Ithaca College's star football players. Adjusting 
running back who is out with a has been a problem," Coach 
very serious shoulder injury. continued on page 17 -
Catch All The Action Of Bombers Football. ·'81 
Ed Borelli and Brian Berri- { 
JStein intercepted Werkheiser ::;._ 
for the filth and sixth times of l 
the game. Bernstein returned ·{. 
his interception to the Bloom-
sburg one yard line: Halfback .'~ 
Jeff Affeldt went over from 't:, 
·.'"';' 
there for Ithaca's final score. i; 
· The Bombe( defense made . '.~,( 
lthings hand all day for Bloom-
. :~r 
sburg, especially · rrec satety .;, 
Bob Campese. Campese .~· 
icked off 2 Werkheiser passes ·,:, 
and made several key tackles. 
After the game, Campese felt ,,_ 
. the victory' "was a total team 
effort and the excellent defen-
~ive job by the Bomber def en- 1 , . 
sc was aided by good coaching ! :·: 
from the sidelines." I · 
The opening day victory by l ·:, 
the Bombers is an indication 1-· 
of many things. Coach Jim -;· 
Butterfield found that his , · \· 
team does have the scoring i -~ 
punch once again this year. 1 
indicates that the Bomber 
defense hasn't gotten worse. 
but maybe better. The fil).al 
thing indicated by this victor~ 
is that t_he Bombers are deep, 
,and many young players can ·!, 
,tep in and do an admirable .) 
job if an injury occurs. · ,. 
Ithaca's next game is thi1.i ,~ 
Saturday at home against the 
.<\lbany State Great Danes. 
This will be the season opene1 
for the Great Danes who lost 
- o Ithaca last vear. 40-21. 
Bloom o o o-o•-o 
Ithaca 7 _14 7 7 - 35 
I C Cooper 35 r1-m 
(Kracke Kick) 
I C - Koob 20 run (Kracke 
Kick) 
I C - Moreau 3 run (Kracke 
Kick) 
I C - Lacey 3 pass .. from 
DeCarr (Kracke Kick) 
I C - Affeldt l run (Axenen-
reld Kick) Bloom Ithaca 
first downs 1 I 23 
Rushes-ya'rds 44-100 59-313 
Passing-yards I 08 169 
Return-yards 83 61 
Passes I 1-27-616-26- I 
Punts 7-3 I 5-46 
Fumbles-lost 4-4· 1-1 
Penalties-yards 3-24 1 I- I 22 
Individual Jea~ers 
Rushing - I.C., Koob 13-101 
Cooper 8-73, Davies 3-44 
Passing - I.C., Decarr 6-11-1 
54, Davies 3-8-0-33, McVey .7· 
7-0-82 
Receiving - J.C., Duncan 3-25, 
' . 
-, 
., 
'·,, 
ei ~~rnl£[MV ~i1£i1~ W~o ~11~£~#-\ • 
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· Somewhere on Mount 
lympus, the Gods who rule 
he destiny of Football con~ 
pired to punish the denizens 
f Greater Newyork. Unseen 
forces .looked down upon the 
unfortunate souls who 
crowded into the coliseums of 
Ancient_ Newyork, and 
laughed at their pathetic op-
timism. Historians tell us-that 
each year at the time of the 
autumanal equinox, a 
religious fervor swept the area 
with believers pledging 
allicgence to either the tribe of 
Giants or the tribe of Jets .. 
Excavations · have proved 
:hat at one time both tribes 
had strongholds in ancient 
Newyork, but succesive 
defeats of the Giants, plus a 
brilliant victory engineered by 
the famous General, Broad-
wayjoe, drove the Giants 
across the river Hudson, into 
the netherworld known . as 
Newjersey. It is rumored that 
the ancients constructed a vast 
coliseum on a marshy swamp, 
By David Fischer 
but 'no evidence has ever been 
found. It is theorized that 
perhaps the coliseum sank into 
.,the river Hudson, but there is 
no proof. 
For a time, followers of the 
tribe of Jets wa:lked around 
with- their heads high, proud 
of rn-e-jmpressive victory over 
the tribe of. Colts, while the 
followers of the tribe of Giants 
could only recall dim 
memories of great victories led 
by General Yatitle and 
General Gifford. 
The Gods, angered. by this 
impudence punished the house 
of Shea with the 30 _ plagues 
of Todd and; the curse .of the 
Holy D. These two punish-
ments combined to cause the 
tribe of Jets crushing defeats 
at the hands of the enemy. 
Tlie house of Shea was being 
threatened by its once loyal 
fol_l.9wers, who were also for-
ced to put up with something 
called Mets. It's been 
hypothesized that people were 
sent to see Mets as a punish-
If mediators and free agent 
compensatfon issues made you 
shy away from baseball during 
the summer, Ithaca College 
offers a fun and exciting alter-
baseball Rrogram serves a 
number of purposes for both 
co~ches and players. Since the 
NCAA does not recognize the 
fall baseball season, the games 
and personal statistics are not 
counted in the standings. This 
enables Coach George 
Valesente to evaluate new and 
na1ive. 
Started in 1972, the fall 
201 S. Tiep St. 
lt!is,m, N .11'. 
?7Z-8ZQ 
THE 
Music Store 
younger players by watching 
them perform to live gamL' 
situations. A few athletes arc 
,. committed to other. sports 
during the fall season, and this 
gives younger players a chance 
., to prove their worth; along 
with providing needed e-..:-
perience for the upcoming 
spring. For·returning players, 
11~1 f. BUFFALO ST· 
(ncxr ro Dcwirr MJU) 
Tursd.1j1- frid.1y ro-6. S.1turd.1y w-s · 2 73-2_:i.25 
Books h11 and for wrrncrt__ 1 
·Fcminisr nnc(policical rlicor11 
NMi-scxisr cliildrcri's hooks. 
_-Art hooks Rccords8,,-·cards 
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mem ror crimes against the 
state, there is no concrete 
evidence. 
At the time the tribe of Jets 
was being hit with the plagues 
-the tribe of Giants was not 
immune from ttie wrath of the 
Gods. Perhaps as a punish-
ment for entering the nether-
world, the Gods sent the curse 
of the Holy Line and the horde 
of-the Impotent O unto the 
camp of Giants, lead at the 
time by. a courageous General 
namea Simms. History can 
never really judge General 
Simms fairly, because the cur-
se of the Holy Line caused him 
to roll on the ground in pain 
most of the time. Simms tried 
valicntly to march his armies 
to victory, but he could not 
escape the anger-of the Gods. 
Our current phrase "To pull 
a Pisarcik", comes from the 
time when the ,infamous 
General Pisarcik snatched 
defeat from the jaws of victory 
in a move that has gone down 
in the annals of history along 
wnn Pet Rocks and the Edsel. 
Mercifully, the end came 
swiftly for both tribes. , On a 
cold and gloomy Sunday af-
ternnoon, the tribe of Jets 
crossed the river Hudson and 
invaded the tribe of Giants. 
While the tribe 9f ~ets crossed 
the river, angry hordes at-
tacked the house of Shea and 
destroyed it, leaving only a 
single wall with emblems of a 
substance known as beer. The 
wall is now crumbling and is a 
religious shrine to the descen-
dants of the house of Shea. 
While the house of Shea was 
being sacked, it is said th.at in a 
fit of boredom,, the Gods 
caused the earth to open up 
and swallow both tr.ibes. No 
trace l,las ever been found of 
either tribe and the mystery of 
the lost tribes of Newyork con-
tinues to this day. 
the fall season is a chance to cons1stmg of fireballer Mark 
correct individual weaknesses, 'Fagan, Keith Meyer, Mark 
and more importantly, to win Henry, and Dan Lucas. Ace 
a 'job. If a veteran starts at a fireman Dan Smith may be 
position in the fall, he is pressed into a starting role on 
almost assured to return to occasion, but Rocco DePonzio 
hat spot for the spring season.· will- be standing by in the · 
Over the past years, the bullpen. · 
Bombers' pitching staff has Patrolling the outfield will· 
been loaded with dependable be returning veteran Tom 
and consistent hurlers. Pallister~ alongside Paul Tor-
Although the services of top JJ.C~t_ta.. Tim Berone .. or Emil 
starters Greg Cook, Marty Fanelli, who all should remain 
Olmstead, and Doug DeCarr with the varsity club. This 
will be missed, Coach Valesen- outfield is comprised of ex-
te still sends capable men to trcmely good athletes who can 
the mound. Hoping to return cover a good deal of ground. 
to form Iefthander Dave Because of the loss of 
Axenfdd heads a rotation several players, there will be 
.-!Sands' Swfft Hands &Ii 
··-, 
0 Tropical Plants and lush Hanging Plants 
°ࠓ Fresh. Silk .. and Dried Flowers 
·) 
/ 
PLUS: Bamboo. wicker and rattan chairs. 
tables. hampers. baskets. blinds. mirrors. 
Decorating accessories. 
Dinnerware. mugs ... 
and many exciting gifts! 
THE _ 
·e· -~.PLAN'fl\.TION 114 IthacaComm6ns•273-7231 
Thurs., Fr{ till 9 p.m.•Sunday 11:4 
~-~-
I' 
~ 
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some changes in the infield. 
Bob Adams will now catch full 
time, leaving first base open to 
able Larry Smith. Sparkplug. 
Eddie Sands will be back to 
maKe the pivot at second, and 
John Kelleher and Dave 
Murray will be watched closely 
while Bob Campese plays 
football. 
Even without powerful 
Steve DeMatties, the Bombers, 
poss<;!ss a long ball threat in the 
big bats of Adams and Fagan,. 
who will be the designated hit-
ter when not pitching. 
Team speed will be an ad-
·:antage Ithaca has over its op-
contmued on pace 17 
.. 
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by Michael Ayala 
Wipe the dust off the oars, 
because Ithaca College Crew is 
ready to spla5h off to a new 
season, and everyone seems to 
agree that this fall's crew team 
has a lot of potential. 
Despite a disappointing 
spring season, coach Ward 
Romer is very optimistic about 
this fall's crew. "We have a, 
variety of races coming up in 
September continuing through 
November and with any 11.!ck 
we can have four eights on the 
water. I feel great about this 
fall's cr~w." Along· with a 
fresh crop of new recruits, 
Coach Romer explained that 
Ithaca- Crew had its "largest 
··, turnout of returning .oarsmen 
in over seven years." Among 
the 22 veteran oarsmen are 
heavy weight commodore 
Hank Coleman, and lightweight 
weieht Commodore Joe 
Halpern, winner of the 
William Cromwell Award 
given to the "Outstanding 
Lightweight Oarsman" for the 
5prim~ '81 season. 
Fre5hman · Coach Dan 
season was topped off by an 
incredible second place finish 
by the lightweight crew, 
stroked by.John Neeson at the 
National Small College 
Rowing Championships also 
h·eld in Philadelphia. Six of 
the eight oarsmen who rowed 
in that boat are returning this 
fall. 
In addition to the many 
Robinson is also optimistic 
about his crew this fall. He 
received an impressive turnout, 
for the team's first workout.j1 
La'it spring, Coach Robinson ; .:j 
led his freshmen heavyweigh -.i·· · :_.. 
and lightweight crews to stun -~. 
ning victories in the Kerr Cu1;, 
Regatta, held in Philadelphia. 
The very successful freshman 
~ t:HJ ci a ca College Student_s 1H1 ca c c:.ia g 
c . Cornell O TC3 ° Ithaca et>lleae l!J 
IHAIRCUTSS 
g Reg. Student½ -C, : 
c Male :a::, ca 
~ Haircut .•...•.....•. 8 50 4.25 - : 
a Female ca) 113 
C Q 
o Haircut .... .-....•. 11.95 5.97 m a 
0 includesshampoo & blo dry • g g (long hair slightly more) «il/4 • ~D 
O This offer expires January 1, 1982 To be ''--..: " . .7~ 
IJ eliq,blc for this great sav;ngs you must '·, ,. _,. Q 
O present your student I D ~ard and one ,_,.-~ other source of 1dent1f1cat1or, No escep- 40BE.STATEST. g 
CJ ti~ns to this policy 272-7171 c;J 
oa a i::/ with this "'ad]c a ca cc o CJ cc c ci co cc 
A~jAT·A_C 
GAit.DE~ 
[~~$TAYRANT] 
C '1 i ne5e A m(·rifa n Food 
.• ·~ 
18 W._ Statt> Str~t'I 2 72- 7.1:'iO 
l'L \\'ITT i\1.-\LL 
-' ··_, ~,,.__; IL'l 
. returning oarsmen, Ithaca 
College's Crew program has 
also obtai'i-1ed two new 
coaches. Peter Feitner, winner 
of last year's Bob Tallman 
Award for the "Outstanding 
Heavyweight Oarsman," is 
returning to his Alma Mater to 
help Coach Dari Robinson 
with the Freshmen Crew. In 
addition·, Pete Cortez, an oar-
sman with Oly~pic standing, 
is Joming the program' as 
coach of the women's crew. 
Coach Cortez is optimistic 
that -he can turn around last 
spring's disappointing season 
and start the women rowing in 
the right direction. 
With the turnout for fall '81 
crew being so impressive, 
Coach ,Romer feels the only 
thing between Ithaca Crew 
,md a successful season is 
\ 
,. 
v 
"Hard work• and • a little 
dedication.'' 
' Jovo·§occe:ir 
§hining 
Strong 
By Jim Scova 
One team to watcli this fall 
will be Ithaca's junior varsity 
soccer team. The Bombers are 
coming off a 7-1 campaign last 
fall and according to ·varsity 
coach Ray Rostan, "People 
can expect another real strong 
team this year.'' 
Rostan gives a number of 
reasons for a successful 
season "Even though lots of 
people moved up to varsity we 
have a lot of kids with good at-
titudes, good legs, and ~ome 
fast kids." 
Rostan also believes that 
the Bombers are a well-
balanced team. He added that 
the junior varsity's 
strongpoint is the very impor-
tant midfield. A couple of 
- people who should shine at 
h midfield are sophmores Mark 
-~ Curtis, Dave Green, and Matt 
~ Nalin. According to Rosten, 
· :~,the Bombers have sol\d goal 
.!~ tending and a strong forward 
·, line. Leading the way at the 
continued on page 15 
A proposed Ithaca College Progran;t in conjunction 
with Columbus "International, Seville, Spain; 
directed by Ithaca College faculty member. 
Semester Or ¥ ear Program In Seville 
•courses: Spanish Studies, Art 
History, Anthropology, Archaeology, 
Bus. Admln., Economics, Educalion, 
History. Govern •• and Politics. 
•courses offered in both Spanish and 
English. 
~~ ' 
· Plozs ds Esp.ma 
• Accommodations: In Spanish 
student dor~s,,wlth Spanish families, 
or In pellslones. 
*Trips: Field trips lo Madrid, Cor-
doba and excursions throughou! An-
dalucla are an Integral part ·of the 
program. 
' t li'll\!D OUT MORIE :t '~ · contact 
ne Office Of International Programs 
. 218 Muller . 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
Tel. (607) 274-3306 
\, -· 
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p.m. and tickets will be three tantalize your ears for hours. DAVID BROMBERG will having auditions for "Mame" Other names to look for in 
dollars. Then, on Sept. 23, jazz fans be in town to round off thAt at the Strand Theater. the month of October, are 
Two days later an exciting can reunite for' THE exciting week at the Strand. Taking a quick look at the RilHIE HART, "-TANLEY 
week of jazz and folk begins at CELEBRATION OF JOHN On Sept. 25, Bromberg will month of October, there is a JORDON, and lUWCE 
the Strand. Starting off on COLTRAINE, FEATURING perform some fine blues, fid- great variety of performan~es COCKBURN, each of which 
Sept. 18 at 9:00 p.m., is JACK ORNETTE COLEMAN. This die, and folk guitar music. in store for the Ithaca pubhc. may perform on variom dates 
DEJOH~ETI·E with a solo show is still tentative on the He'll be bringing along On Oct. 5 The Amazing throughout the month. 
performance on both piano Strand's calendar, however. ROGER MCGUINN (for- Kreskin brings hypnotism, a~d 
. and drums. An ECM recor- THE DIXIE DREGS are .also merly of the BYRDS) as a e.s.p. to the Strand. It should 
ding artist, Dejohnette is a in the tentative plan. Sept. 24 special guest. be quite a psychic experience. 
somewhat abstract and is the scheduled date for the On Sept. 27, at 7:00 p.m., Tentatively on Oct. 10, jazz 
Flythe jet set~ 
_,,.._! ::t t) ~ - .> >1,r ,.:. '1 
-~ .. _ 
St,rnc1 the"'-~-~~·_ · 
F-4 P/1,in- ' -., 
tom on its tail and c11rnb straight into the stratosphere 
FlyMarineo 
11 you re ,n college now and want to fly we can get you 
off tt1e ground Our PLC Air Progrc;,lm guarantee's flight 
school alter basic tra1n1ng II you quc11tfy we can put you 
1n the air before college gracluat1on with tree c1vil1an fly-
ing lessons 
Cruise at 
185 mph and 
dive at 220 in 
the Jet-powered 
AH-1 Cobra gun-
~h1p 
~~~ Thefew. 
--u<~~'J"'l!01The Proud. 
The Marinel$. 
*JFind out all the facts when the U.S. 
Marine Corps Officer Selection Of-
ficer visits your campus: 
returns to the Strand with 
PAT METHENY. There will 
be two shows for this perfor-
mance. Also tentatively, on 
Oct. 13, the Strand will host 
the TOMPKINS COUNTY 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
FREEZE CAMPAIGN. The 
ITHACA OPERA COM-
PANY is performing on Oct. 
16, through Oct. 18. DRY 
JACK', A New Paltz based 
jazz fusion band, will appear 
at the Strand on Oct. 21. On 
Oct. 30 and 31, the St rand 
presents a little· bi~ of 
Halloween soirit with the 
* Bombers JBooten"s 
continued from page 14 
t"'orward positiom are retur-
nees Jim Gula and Hugo 
Pereira. Bombers' fans will 
al~o see some goaltending 
from Jamie Speroni and Jeff 
Luther. 
The· big question in the 
Bomber lineup is at fullback. 
At this point nobody has taken 
control of the defense a, 
positions are st ill up for grabs. 
*Plea.sant Dreams- ront 
Madman Spector's wall-of-
~ound production. Graham, 
however, has allowed The 
Ramones to breath a little on 
their new one. Ju,t check out 
the playful seriPuwr",s of All 
Quiet On The Ea-;tc.-n Front. 
If this song isn't catchy, my 
name isn't Slim Whitman. Or 
how 'bout The KKK Took My 
Baby Away; instant classic, or 
what. 
Every song on Pleasant 
Dreams is unethical, as 
unhonest as the day i~ long, 
and incredibly festive. I think 
you'JI like The Ramones; and 
if I'm wrong, you can shoot 
me. 
goalie and a strong midfidd 
;hould be able to ~tifk op-
ponem'.s attacks. 
Overall, the Bomber~ »-ill 
field a highly forrnida½k dub 
which will play in many ex-
iting !!ames. Ithaca ha~ some 
s:;ea~ · returnee~ along with 
~vhat Rosten calls '' A good 
recruiting year." The j. v. soc-
cer team will be an exciting 
team to watch. It's first game 
is September 16 at Hartwick. 
and the first home garn~ i~ Oc-Egbert Union Sept. 15th-16th 1981 
10a.m.~2p.m. 
However, Andy Winkler 
seems to be coming on 
strongly at I his point. Even 
though the Bombers are a little 
weak on defens_e, a solid 
. tober 9 ver~us Cortland S~ate. -
Stude_nt Congress Election§. 
-Are Almost JHe1rce ~ 
-*Nomination forms are available in 
the Student·<Governmeima Office 
. 
(3rd Floor, Egbert Union) 
, 
*The Nomination deadline is Monday,1 September.14th. Please turn in f q_~ms 
nto the Student 'Governm~nt Office 
no later than 10:00 A;M-o 
Vf/ :. · .. /. .: · ... ··. _:··· ·.,. .··:: .. · :.t; 
''If you· giv~ us yo,ur time9 we'll give 
you the experienceo'' . . 
e, (:] (:] l'.:l~l:l-_--1.:1 El em j Gold-dusted ; i Moonlight... ~ 
~ ~ 
-~ 1.:1 
E1 -~.._ I 
~ ~ ~ a 
B ... ,... ~~ 
~ • a 
.. House of ~ 
~· Shalimar ·. ~ 
~ on the co~rnons pyramid mall ' a l 273-7939 257-2222 ~ 
m .. a 
-1a a a a a en ,a 
""··,'i=' I. .-.:·. ' ' 
beadonism! 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS A.ND PERMS -
FOR BOTH OF YOU. ,, 
AIRYGlnARY 
116 N. CA YUGA STRJ:ET (Inside the Clinton Hom,el 
· ,, 27-3-2221 
. ' . 
..... 
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-Zobocontinued from page 8 
and is workmg on recording-
an album with Ithaca's 
Everyman Band. Torn can be 
found playing with producer, 
Mick Ronson, original 
guitaris_t for the Bowie band, 
performing a somewhat ab-
stract EQglish Rock repertoire. 
He is also playing with the 
Yankees, a New York, reggae, 
and rhythm and blues band. 
H6wever most renowned, 
Torn will be recording an 
/ album with the Everyman 
Band in November, on the 
ECM label. The album should 
be out by Spring '82. 
--Sax player, James Cam-
pagnola, has been working on 
an album in Holland with a 
band called Pleasure Point 
featuring Jan Akkerman from 
Focus. Taking a short break 
10 return to the states and to 
complete the Zobo Funn Band 
reunion, Campagnola is 
already back in Holland 
working on his album. 
Perhaps the only downfall 
iQ the Zobo Fu~n Band's per-
formance sunday nigrt _ was 
. ~ •p 
the reoccurring techmc:U dif-
ficulties throughout the show. 
Occasional errors in sound 
(especially in the vocals), 
along with three or four in-
stances of ear-splitting feed-
back, and a temporary break-
down of equipment put a 
damper on the show. 
However, the band pulled 
through and made up for the 
mishaps with many comical 
remarks, dancing to their own 
music, and creating a personal 
communication bP.tween . 
themselves and the audience. 
Overall, the Zobo reunion was 
a very fulfilling, d~amatic, and 
emotional experience. 
Will the Zobo Funn Band con-
tinue the legend and return to 
Ithaca? Perhaps your guess is 
as good as theirs. Yet, the 
question still remains -- "Is 
this all that there is?" 
THE ITHACAN 
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·Let the Good Times roll at ·la Coff 
Purlgir:9s Pi330 
& GIANT. Hot 'n Cold SUBS 
DELIVERED 7 NIGHTS A WEEK FROM 5 PM 
To the Ithaca Gollege. Camp-us! 
GIANT SUBS 
MEDIUM 
l.:ARGE 
GIANT PARTY SIZE 
6 slices 
12 slices 
30 slices Roast Beel 
'--------, --------~ Meatball 
PLAIN, OR WITH YOUR CHOICE OF TOPP,INGS Ham & Cheese 
* mushrooms ,. pepperoni * meat sauce Grilled Sausage 
* sausage * peppers * onions 
* double cheese 
HOT 
Charbroiled Pudgieburgers 
Cheese Steak 
Pepperoni 
·COLD 
Super Sub 
Boiled Ham 
Tuna 
Turkey 
Cheese 
Roast Beef 
Italian Salam, 
We'll bring your pizza piping hoi (and subs). io your campus dorm, 
apartment, fraternity or sorority! 
-~(MUM DELIVERY: ANY PIZZA OR 4 SUBS OR ANY _90MBINATION OF ~IZ:ZA AND suss ·I 
Purlgie·s_ 
G·ood Time 
\\ Pl33a -, 
'(,™MM~ we,p272-7-6oci&AW HMl~W 
• • • • • •• Elm-ira R-d . • -lth·aca· 
. . ~. ~. -~ . 
'. ·~· ,: : .: ' . :- .. · .. •:;, ·•F.· .• ' . ; 
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minutes, but it is a five res men don't really know it must e one if we are to, With the type of attitude 
minutes that football players· what it is like to be in top win." Coach Spencer admits and dedication Coach Spencer 
ti;,~t:;~~Jfrom pag~ 12 ~ quickly learn to hate." physical condition and it is the competition will be tough, and his staff possess, there is 
Coach Spencer then has· the part of our job to introduce but he doesn't see winning as no doubt that this will prove to 
players break up into squad: them to it as it is ultimately to the most important thing, be another ,Productive season 
pencer continued, "not only and the kicking game is prac- their benefit to be in shape." rather, he and his staff see Jfor the young Bombers. Coach 
school, but also to what we ticed. "We don't neglect the once practice is over, the freshmen football as more of a Butterfield can rest assured 
re teaching them. This kicking game, we schedule it coach's job is really just "farm system", where players that when football season rolls 
efinately showed in their right into our practice. It is as beginning. There is usually a are groomed for varsity around next year, he will have 
ormance on the field. But as important as any facet of the staff meeting where events of positions. "The b;:isic a fresh crop of varsity football 
he situation becomes more game." The freshmen then the day are discussed. philosophy of freshmen foot- players ready to carry on the 
nd more comfortable to break up into "specialty Problems as well as outstan- ball here at LC. is to keep as J.C. football winning 
hem' their performances will I d' d J 'bl · th groups" where they work on ding pays are 1scusse . many P ayers as posSJ e 10 e tradition. 
eak." the basic skills necessary for Corrections to the specific program and have t~en ready 
On the field workouts are · · d f 't each position. Finally the problems arc_entertame so to to compete or vars1 Y 
o ~ifferent fror_n what g~es on players come together for "minimize player mistakes." positions as a_ sop~more._" In 
,urm_g a varSity pracu~e. some kind of "live" drill where· Coach Spencer retuses w accordance with his sent1men-
B~s1~~lly, we_ start off Wlth a · game conditons are simulated. name specific players whom he ts, Coach Spencer has the 
exibihty _r~~un:, as mor~ anct The practices aren't easy and feels are upcoming stars, freshmen run out of the split- · · · · 
ore flex1b1hty 1s becommg a . . b ""' f I I I c b k/ 1· ff 'd t· al ; · · 
. W h Coach Spencer is the first to ecause n c ee 1ere at . ., ac op 10n o cnse, i en ic * Sprmg Tralnu,g 
ey thmg e t en go to . . h h I d h d b I 't 
. . " . " attest to that fact but he h t at we ave a ways ma e a to t at ~se \ Y t 1e vars_1 y. continuedfrompaRe 13 
sornethi~g called a g~md_er strongly in favor of con- point of stressing football as a this he explams, "cuts down · --
hich 1s a combmauon · . . d I I h . t· tl 1 · · · 
· _ ,._dittonmg the freshman athlete. team sp~q an eac 1 payer t e con us1on as. _ 1e payer . 
~rength and endurance ex~r. Coach Spencer explains that is just as important as the next makes the trans1uon from 
1se. It only takes fi)lf! .o. .a. """' Ever)'.._one has a job to do and freshman to v~rsity. football." 
©SGOO@@G©@uoo®@©G©@0@we@©000000000000QG 
SKATING HOURS: ROLLER 0 .- INFORMATION: 257.3322 · -~ 
0
·-. 
257-2202 
· C'mon out this 
··Weekend! -~WORLD g @)®)) g 
ANlVOUl\TCES . 
ltTS REW FALL 
SK~ING SCHEDULE 
In front of Pyramid Mall -
New Yorh. State's Largest Skating Rink! 
Complete with TWO MAPLE SKA.TDIG 
FLOOB.8 ° Snack Bar O Pro Shop O 8e 
Party Room. Open five nights a week 
for open skating and on Monday & 
Thursday for private parties. 
Have a party for your dorm, dept., 
school, sorority, frat~rnit:,, rate. 
SCHEDULE: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e 
@ 
@ 
@ 
® 
0 
Q 
© 
0 
0 
i.;. Wednesday 7-ll*Music from the SO's, 60's, 70's. 0 
r- Friday 6:30-1:00*Top Forty. 0 
ponents this fall. Pallister anJ 
Sands can steal a base when 
needed, and a majority of the 
team will go from first to third 
on a base hit; a luxury for an~ 
team. 
The Ithaca ba,eball 
program has ahvJys been 1op-
11otch and this year i, no ex-
ception. Although the gamc, 
will not count in the ,landing,, 
the fall season is much mo. c 
1han a training period. The 
younger players receive the 
experience they need, whik 
returning starters must com-
pete to win their jobs back. 
Sculpture 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
SHRIMP ~. _,. ___ _, Saturday 11 :OOa.m.•4:30 & 6:30-3:00 a.m. 0 
Sunday 1:00-5:30 & 7:00-11:00 0 ON THE SALAD BAR 
• Tuesday 7:00-11:J)O* Old Fashioned Organ Music 0 
• 0 
I ALSO STARTJNG TIHII§ 1FRIJDAY~§El?1L Jlltllil o 
8 THERE WULL BE A JFR.Ir.JE .. o 
• @ 
I BUS FQOM ITHACA COLLJEGE TO ROlLlLJEJR (m 
: W.ORLDEVERYFR1DAY&·SATURDAYNXGJHI1f : 
1 .FROM THE FOLLOWING POINTS: ~ 
: ITHA~A TO ROLLER WORLD BUS SCHIEDULIE : 
I TOWERSLOT"J" 8:20 10:10 11:55 @ 
t EGBERT UNION 8:23 10: 13 ° 11 :58 © 
9 GARDENS 8:25 10:15 12:00 © 
t HUDSON HEIGHTS APTS 8:27 10: l "! 12:02 c, 
D ARRIVE ROLLER WORLD 8:40 10:30 12: 15 © 
I BEi'VBS' SiillllVIC:0 AVAILABLE ALSO. @ 
D * FREE USE OF PRECISION DANC.F SKATES WITH COUPON BELOW -1.D. REQumED * 9 
t · · *Regular Skates Always.Available At No Charge! 9 
'*******~***********{(****************** 9 ' . . ~ BOLLBB. WOB.LD I2BACA SS7-8808 f ·aoLLEB WOBLD ffJIAOA t3B7·BB0fl a 
IIJ * FREE USE OF DANCE SKATES* r' * FREE ~E OF DANCE SKATES ft V ~ Friday 6:30 PM-1:00 AM {( Frtday.6:30 PM-1:00 AM • 
~ Saturday 6:30 PM-3:00 AM _ {! _ Saturday 6:30 PM-3:0~ AM • 
: *******************!***********~****** :; 
~ ~ B.OLLlllB WOB.LD ITHACA 887·8808 {! BOLLEIB WOB.LD ITHACA 887•800fl • 
' * FREE USE OF DANCE SKATES* . .k * FREE USE OF DANCE SKATES* • 
; Friday 6:30 PM-1:00 AM r' Friday 6:30 PM-1:00 AM 
~ , Saturday 6:30 PM-3:o·o AM {( Saturday 6:30 PM-3:00 AM (t -
• ' {t . ~ • 
~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• @@&@•• 
I 
3/w tl~Jluud 
.Wine C6untry 
Restaurant 
Phone 607-272-6484 
rtr-:i1·:',.'- ."~. - .. - ,, .,., , ... ,, ... ~ ... ·.\~:.,.~ 
. " Enjoy Our Harvest-of · '0:01 
. . ·Fine Local Wines · · . .'~ 
· in New York State's '; 
Most Beautiful Setting. ,, 
•' • ..,, I ', •.' \' "' • \: 
,, ( 
WEEKDAYS Dinner is served 
from 5 - 10 PM. 
WEEKENDS until 11 PM. Party 
arrangement on request. 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON Dinner 
begins at 2 PM. -
(Senior Citizens 10°·,, Discount) 
DIRECTIONS: 
,. 
·~ 
~ 
Located on Route 13, 3 miles 
south of downtown Ithaca, " 
Only 30 minutes from Elmira 1 
or 1 hour from Syracuse. 
'· 
' i 
,, 
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Announcements 
Announcements 11re rree and th~ 
weekly deadline for submissions 1s 
Monday 11t Sp.m. at the Jthac1m o'f-
fice. 
Career Planning · 
Our Peer Career CoullS(?lors for 
1981-82 are Pecka Bunnell, Mary Jo 
Gay, Velyne Genece, Judy Golden-
berg, Eric Goldman, Leslie Klein, 
Cheryl Lidestri, Peter Taffae, Anna 
Marie Toto, and Lori Van Dusen. 
These student volunteer counselors 
will be available in the Career Plan-
ning Office at various hours 
throughout the week. Please join us in 
============== __ welcoming them to our staff. 
Senior Accounting students 11re 
reminded that Friday, September 18 is 
the deadline for submission of 
resumes for interviewing with the Big 
Eight Accounting firms. Also, the 
~pecial "Interviewing Seminar for Ac-
counting Students" will be mandatory 
for all senior accounting students who 
intend to interview with the visiting 
Big Eight Accounting firms. 
1981 M.B.A. Forums, which in-
clude representatives from more than 
50 graduate programs will be held in 
New York City on October 2-3 and in 
Boston on November 13-14. Check 
the GMAT registration packet, 
available at Career Plans, for more in-
formation. 
The l•oreign Service Exam iur 1981 
has been scheduled for December 5, 
1981 with deadline for applications 
being October 23, 1981. The Foreign 
Service of the United States assists the 
President and Secretary of State in 
planning, conducting and implcmcn-
tmg our foreign policy at home and 
abroad. Successful completion of the 
Foreign Service Test is the first step in 
securing a posision. No specific 
majors arc required, but the ability to 
speak and write clearly and concisely 
is given high priority in selection. 
Knowledge of foreign languages is not 
required for appointment, but once 
hired, new offices must demonstrate 
competancc in at least one foreign 
language before the end of his/her 
probationary period. For application~ 
~top by Career Plan~. 
Any students interested in learning 
more about the Penn Stale University 
Graduate School of Busines~ arc in-
vited to meet with the visiting 
representative Wednesday, Sept. 16 
9:00-10:00 a.m. in the Career Plan-
ning Office. This information session 
is open to those who may want to 
know more about the M.B.A. degree 
in general. Please sign up in advance 
in Career Planning. 
A visiting faculo· member from 
Western New England School of Law 
will conduct a "mock law class" oil' 
campus Thursday, October I, 2:00-
3:00 p.m. at Career Planning. In-
dividual appointments can be 
arranged. Plea,c sign up in advance. 
On Thursday, October I, from 
9:30-10:30 al Career Planning, 
Professor Elliot Berg from Vermont 
I.aw School will conduct a semina1 on 
law school related topics. He will be 
available for individual appointments 
from 10:30 to noon. Please sign up in 
advance. 
The Fall 1981 issue of the "Black 
Collegian,'' 11 magazine for black 
college students, has arrived and is 
available from lhe Career Planning 
Office. 
Pre-Law students and students in-
terested in pursuing 110 M.B.A. degree 
will be interested in the two programs 
scheduled for late October. On 
Tuesday, October 27, 7:00-8:30 p.m., 
in Gannett 111, Career Plar111ing will 
sponsor the program ''M.B.A. 
Degree: Fact and Fiction", featuring 
guest~ from Cornell's Graduate 
Businc% School Admissions Office. 
On the following night, Wednesday, 
October 28, 7:()().8:30 p.m., we will 
hold the program "Law School: 
Myths and Realities" wit¼uests from 
the Cornell Law School ~issiom 
Office. Students are asked to.sign up 
in advance for both of these 
programs. These events are open to 
the entire campus community. Check 
"Career News" for details. 
Students planning to take standar-
di?ed admission tests for graduate 
schools this year are urged to check 
the administration dates very closely. 
The truth in testing law will affect the 
number of administrations offered in 
New Yori.. State. Check the test 
bulletins for exact inform:ition. 
Bulletins for the GRE, the LSAT, 
GMAT, and the MCAT's are 
a,·ailab1e at Career Planning. 
Upcoming workshops include: 
"Creating a Credential File,·, Thur-
sday, Sept. 10, 10:()().11:00 a.m., 
0114; "Writing Resumes," Friday, 
Sept. I 8, I :00-2:00 p:m. G 111; 
"Creative Job Search," Wednesday, 
Sept. 23, 2:00.3:00 p.m. GI 15. Please 
sign up in advance for all workshops. 
Travel 
The Intern111ional Youth Study & 
Travel Jnslilule is currently accepting 
11pplic11tions from students interested 
in working on II part-time commission 
only basis as Regional Administrators. 
The position of Regional Ad-
ministrator involves the promotion of 
an educational study/travel program 
focusing on the motion picture and 
television industry. Regional Ad-
m1m5trators are responsible for 
·inarkcting this program to high school 
and junior college level teachers in 
their area. 
Interested ~tudcnts may request 
more information on the po5ition and 
an application form by writing or 
calling: Program Coordinator, Inter-
national Youth Study & Travel ln-
1 ~titutc, 6605 Hollywood Boulevard, 
Suite 213, Lo~ Angeles. California 
90028.(213)465-6665 
Study in Seville! Students interested 
in learning more about the Ithaca 
College Semester/Year Seville, Spain 
Program, offered in conjunction with 
the International Institute of Seville, 
arc invited to attend an information 
rm·c:t,ng on September 16 or 24, the 
l.'nion Job Room, 7-8 p.m. The 
~,·,ille academic program, housing, 
tra, cl. and application procedure will 
he di,cus~ed. 
London Study 
Student, interested in studying at the 
London Center during the Spring '82 
semester must complete their ap-
plications and schedule an interview 
by October 23. For further infor-
mation please contact the Office of In-
ternational Programs, Muller 218, 
x3306. 
.. 
March on W11shington--Solid11rity 
D11y--Sep1ember 19 
Why: To protest the Reagan Ad-
ministration bu·aget cuts on vital social 
programs. 
Who: Solidarity Day was organized 
by the labor movement and has 
recei~ed endorsements from almost 
200 national non-labor groups 
representing we men, minonues, 
students, and professionals. 
When: Saturday, September 19, 1981 
- A one day demonstration in 
Washington, D.C. from 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
For more information and transpor-
tation arrangements call Regina 
Kelhenny 277-1473. 
Business 
The lth11cn (;ollege School of Business 
Js accepting applications for transfer. 
Frosh may not apply until their second 
semester. While each case is con-
sidered on 'an individual basis, ap-
plicants who have: (I) a cumulative 
average of 2.5 or above, and (2) have 
completed math courses (13-105, 108), 
economics courses (06-121,122) a 
~rit/ng course (77-), natural or applied 
science course(s) will receive the 
strongest consideration. Applications 
are available in the School of Business 
office on the 14th floor of the West 
Tower. Deadline for completed tran-
sfer applications is November 3, 1981. 
--------.... ,;. 
School or BusJness Seeks Junior or 
Senior Students For Tenore And 
Promotion Committee 
Two (2) Junior or Senior Business 
students are needed 10 serve on the 
1981-82 School of Business Tenure 
and Promotion Committee. The work 
will be accomplished primarily during 
the month of October 1981. Students 
may self nominate or nominate others 
for the post by completing appropriate 
forms which are available from Mrs. 
Dee Floros in the School of Business 
office on the 14th floor of the West 
Tower. Election date -for the two 
students will be October 1st and 2nd, 
1981. The election will be held in the 
School of Business office on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for completed nomination 
forms is September 25, 1981. All 
student~ from the School of Business 
office on the 14th floor - West Tower. 
on either October I ~t or 2nd. 
School of Business Seeks Students 
for Dean's Student advisory Council: 
The School of Business invites studen-
ts to apply for membership on the 
Dean's Student Advisory Council. 
The Council will consist of ap-
proximately twelve students and will 
meet twice each semester. Members 
will be selected by random draw to 
represent all four programs and four 
clas~ levels (Frosh through Seniors(. 
Additional members will be appointed 
by the Business School student 
organizations. Applications may be 
obtained from Mrs. Dee Floros in the 
Business School office on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for the receipt of applications 
is October 2, 1981. 
School of Business Seeks Junior or 
Senior Students For Tenure and 
Promotion Committee 
Two (2) Junior or Senior Business 
students 11re needed lo serve on the 
1981-82 School of Business Tenure 
and Promotion Committee. The work 
will be accomplished primarily durinl! 
the month of October 1981. Student!, 
may self nominate or nominate others 
for the post by completing 11ppropri11tc 
forms which are available from Mrs. 
Dee Floros in the School of Business 
office on the 14th floor of the West 
Tower. Election date for the lwo 
students will be October 1st nnd2nd, 
1981. The election will be held in the 
School of Business Office on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for completed nominations 
forms is September 25, 1981. All 
students from the School of Business 
office on the 14tlf0oor - West Tower -
on either October 1st or 2nd. 
Financial Aid 
or her college education. College 
students are advised to consider these 
programs before September 30, 1981 
due to changes that could occur after 
that date, pending the outcome of 
current legislation. 
The Student Loan Repayment 
Program will pay off a student loan at 
the rate of 15 percent of the balance of 
$500, whichever is greater, plus in-
terest, for each year of satisfa~tory 
service in the Guard. Loans that 
qualify for this program are the 
Guaranteed Student Loan and the 
National Direct Student Loan. The 
loan must have been made after Oc-
tober I, 1975. A student must be a 
high school graduate. While in 
college, he or she can enlist in their 
local Army National Guard unit for 
either three or six years. Local 
recruiters can provide students with 
up-to-date information on available 
openings and skill speciality areas that 
qualify for this program. 
Students who are approved for the 
Guard's Student Loan Repayment 
Program can also apply for one of the 
following programs while in college. 
In the Educational Assistance 
Program, a college student can claim 
up to $1,000 per year 10 cover 
educatio'rial expenses during four 
years of college while ~tudying for his 
or her undergraduate degree. After 
the ~tudent completes military 
training, the first payment will be 
made to cover expenses such as 
tuition, books and lab fees. The 
maximum payment is $1,000 per year 
and a total of $4,000. A student must 
enli~t for six years in a qualifying 
specialty arc?. 
Anyone, ~tudcnts included, can ap-
ply for the Enlistment Bonus 
Program. The National Guard will 
pay a total of $1,500 over a period of 
four year~. To qualify, one mu~t be a 
high school graduate, have no record 
of previous military_ ,ervice and enli;t 
for six_ycar,. 
All enlistees arc required to attend 
initial military, or basic, training. 
Then Guard members attend an Ad-
vanced Individual Training Cour~e in 
one of 400 specialitic~. To accom-
modate student\' cla\~ schedules, the 
National Guard can arrange for the 
student to take this ~cc:ond round of 
training a full year after basic trammg, 
and durinl! summer vacation. The 
Army National Guard is a "smart-
time" military service. The Guard 
pays its members for the one weekend 
of training per month and two weeks 
of traming they are required to attend 
annually. 
Student\ must pass mental and 
physical examinations in order to 
qualify for any of these three incentive 
programs. Bonus programs can vary 
slightly between states and some state~ 
offer additional incentive programs. 
Since program terms, payment 
amount~. and eligibility requirement~ 
arc subject to change, students should 
Venetos Foundation Scholarships contact their local recruiter for up-to-
Management, Personnel and In- date information. 
dustrial Relations, and Finance - For more information regarding the 
Majors will demonstrabl<: financial Army National Guard's financial 
need are invited to apply for the a~~istancc p~ograms, ~tudent~ -s~ould 
Venetos Foundation Scholarship. contact thc~r local_ Army ~auo~al 
Academic performance and college or Guard recruner, their college fmancial 
community activities will be con- as\i\tance of!lc._cr, their high ~chool 
sidered. Applications may be ob- guidance coun~clor, or call the toll-
tained from Mrs. Dee Floros in the free number (800) 638-7600. 
School of Business office on the 14th 
floor of; the West Tower. The 
deadline for the receipt of completed 
applications is October 9, I 981. 
Forster Foundation Scholarship 
Accounting majors with demonstrable 
financial need are invited to apply for 
a Forster Foundation Scholarship. 
Academic performance and college or 
community activities will be · con-
sidered. Applications may be ob.' 
taincd from Mrs. Dee Floros in the 
School of Business office on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for the receipt of completed 
applications is October 9, 1981. · 
Theatre 
It's theatre "plus" this yeai: at the 
Dillingham Center for lhe Performing 
: Arts BS the lth11c11 College Theatre 
opens Its doors for the 1981-112 season. • 
What's the plus? Well, it starts with I 
a season subscription at a considerable , 
savings over the single ticket price of 
$3,50. For. only $17.50, subscribers 
will choose their own seats for six 
shows for the price of five. Season 
ticket holders will also benefit from 
Students returning to classes this many "beh(nd-the-sce~es" ~ctivit!es 
r1111 will discover II new way to finance p!al_l_~ed this .. year, 1~clud1~g m-
thei~ college educations. The Army ./~:1!a!Ions,;to An Eve_mng with the 
National Guard announces that its D~r~ctor and special tours of 
Student Loan Repayment Program is Ddhngham <:enter. . 
now available to college students. Anot~er big plus_ for. everyone 1s the 
· . This new program, which may be Theatre s ch_a!lengmg Secon~ Seai:on 
coupled with either the Educational of ~on-tr!ld1t1onal theatre mcludmg_ 
Assistance Program·or the Enlistment "Uncommon Women and Others" by 
, Bonus Program makes an attractive Wendy I W~serman, scileduled for 
reason for a ;tudent to join the Oct .. 13-15; · "Sticks and Bones" by 
National Guard while completing his David Rabe, to be stag~ Nl_:)v. 10-12; 
and "Taps" by Gladden Schrock," 
pearing Feb. 9-11. Second S 1 1 • 
performances wilt be 8:15 pm exec[ 
for Thursday shows will begin at 4:1 ' 
pm .. Season ticket holders will be a~.:. 
mitted free of charge and noJ· 
subscribers will pay $1 at the doo_r. ·1: 
The regular season run will ,~ 
another series of the quality produ: ,: 
tions Ithaca audiences have come 1 • 
expect. E.L Doctorow's l''Drin~:· 
Before Dinner," a tale of a di"· 
cocktail party held up by a guf• 
bearing guest, opens the season Serl\ 
30-0ct. 3. ,\ 
Dillingham's Main Theatre will th~,· 
host Giradou:,i:'s classic "The Ma·\' 
woman of Chailot''; the story or}'! 
delightfully cccen_tric old woman·1 ·• 
quest to rid the world of greed, · 
parasitic people. J· 
The whole family can take plea\u· ._ 
in Aurand Harris' version of "A:'. 
drocles and the Lion" which will op. -.. 
on Nov. 17 for four performance\. (:t~ 
lovely heroine, a penniless lover and 1 , 
miserly guardian get what's comin~ 1 . · 
them, thank"s to a household slave anl~· 
an unusual lion in this commcdia dl: 
arte style musical. ·.; 
February 16 brings Amlin Gral' -·, 
"The Fantod: A Victorian Re,cric i 
to the stage. This is the tale oi , 
charming stranger who enters a prop.
1 
; 
1854 English household bearin~ a le: '., 
ter from a deceased membcr~of th. 
family. Elegance and charm slCl~:. 1·: 
give way to a state of anxiety and rd ' 
-what the Victorians called a "la:! . 
tod." t , 
Next on the Theatre agenda b .\·
1 
• 
thur Miller's "The Crucible" whic: ·' 
opens March 30 for a four-day rur l _: 
Set amidst the Salem witch hunts .'. · 
1692, this drama explores t.he dangc·)1 .' 
of mass hysteria. Witi. the sarr .: 
power and sensitivity· that brouf'! ' 
"De~th of a Salesman" to ir!, 
forefroni of American theatre, Mi11! ·. 
takes a lesson from the past to crea1cl> 
warning for the future. ·, 
The final offering for this SCN• :'. 
will be the musical delight "Follic1.' ." 
by' Stephen Sondheim and Jam, · ., 
Goldman. Winner of no less th,··· 
seven Tony award5 in 1973, "Follie, I:. 
is theatre about theatre. Tt .-
Weismann Theatre, doomed to fall 1J' 
wrecking hall, is the setting for nc1! · 
formers past and prcs~nt who ,,arj: 
one more bow on the old. fam1l1:I 
board~. , : 
All performances begin at 8: 15 rr'f 
with the exception of Sunday pcrfo· 
mances which begin at 7:30 pm. 
Single ticket prices are $3.50 ge1wJ 
admission, $2 senior citizens and rwj · 
Ithaca College ~tudents and $1.50 r,1 Ithaca College students, faculty .11 1 : staff. Students, senior citizens ar1. 
college faculty and ,taff 'ticket fol · 
"Androclcs" arc $2.50. Season ,ut • 
script ions arc also available for scmj ,· 
citizens and non-1.C. students at SI·. 
ca.ch, and for Ithaca ~tudcnts, facull .. 
and staff at $7 each. Special discoun: , 
are also available for groups of twcn1 ·; 
or more. · 
·For tickets, reservations, or mo) 
information, write or call the lthac 
College Theatre Box Office , . 
Dillingqam Center, Ithaca Colkf 
Ithaca, N. Y. 14850, 607-274-3224. 
~ommunications 
· A I-credit mm1-course fo Ne . 
Writing · 11nd · Reporting r '. 
Newspapers will be offered starti5 · 
Monday evening, September 14. T~{ .. 
course is designed to teach the b,1' -
.~kills of news writing, particu\at 
writing for newspapers. It will cxr13 • 
and illustrate writing of the news le : 
and development of t~e news stor). ·. 
well as fundamental news gathcri, 
techniques. Review/critique 
student writing assignments will be ·. 
key element of the course: The cou ' 
will meet as follows: 
Monday, Sept. 14 7:00-9:30p.m. 
Thursday, Sept. 17 7:00-9:3(! p.m. 
Monday, Sept. 21 7:00-9:30l)Jll. 
Thursday, Sept. 24 7:00- 9:30 p.111. 
Students should have access to 
typewriter for class time and for o 
si5ie assignments, and at least mini«-
ability to use a typewrittr. 
Applications for this course can 
obtained in the office of the School 
Communications, ground tc• 
Dillingham Center. 
,,. 
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nlY existing systemized approach to 
crformance. Some arc also used in 
ublic performances by the American 
tanislavski Theatre, and may accom-
any Mrs. Moore on guest appearan-
es 1hroughout the country to demon-
tratc their work. For further infor-
ation or to secure an application call 
Jaza 5-5120. 
Art Exhibits 
. . 
The Upstairs Gallery 
Sepiember I~ - October 17 
The Upstairs Gallery 
Ithaca Artists· 1981 Recent Work 
September 16- October 17 
DeWitt Office Cqmplex 
2 I 5 N. Cayuga Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Hours/ Tuesday-Friday I la.m. - 4:30 
p.m. Sawrday,Jla.m.- l:30p.m. 
Membcrs'''Preview: Tuesday, Sept. 
15, 1981 5-7 p.m. 
Willow and Wicker · All About 
Baskets 
On September 8, the Hinckley· 
Museum opens its autumn exhibit with 
an international selection of baskets, 
boih old and new, lent by local basket 
maker\ and collectors. The exhibit 
will invc5tigate how ba~kets are made 
and displays will illustrate traditional 
-techniques as well as materials ,used in 
ba,ketmaking. In addition to 19th 
and eJrly 20th century American, 
North and South American Indian, 
African and Far Eastern baskets, the 
exhibit will also include a variety of 
contmeporary baskets, demonstrating 
innovative approaches to thb age-old 
crar1. A special section will treat the 
manv u~es of baskets throughout the 
\\Orld and witl include some unusual 
example~ .. 
The Museum plan~ a ba,ket fair in 
Ociober at which local basket maker, 
1,111 demon,trah: their techniques and 
e,h1bi1 their ware5. · Contact the 
l\1u,;;eum (273-7053) during open hours 
ror further information. 
The Mmeum i, open, free to the 
public, I :00-4:30 p.m., Tue,day, 
Thursuav and Saturday .ind is located 
at 410 E. Seneca St., 'Ithaca, New 
York, a 5hort walk up the hill for the 
Ithaca Commom. 
The Comic Book Club of llhaca will 
present its Fall Comic Book Show, a 
mim-comic book convention, on 
Saturday, September 12, 1981 at the 
Greater Ithaca ACtivities Center, 318 
N. Albany St., Ithaca, NY. Our 
featured guest will be Len Wein, 
editor and writer at'DC Comics. Mr. 
Wein is, also, noted for being a writer 
1 and c;ditor at Marvel Comics and for 
creating several popular character;. 
One of his creations, Swamp Thing, 
will ~c,on be appearing in a motion pie-
. ture release from Avco-Embassy 
films. 
The Comic Book Show will, also, 
feature dealers who will be there to 
buy, sell, and trade collector's items, 
comics, records, and related materials. 
The show is open to the public and 
admission is free. 
The Comic Book Show hours are 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, 
contact Club President Bill Turner at 
104~ Auburn Rd., Groton, NY 13073, 
(607) 533-7623. 
Legislative Assistants 
Representatives from the New York 
State ~mbly Session,- Intern 
Program will present a special infor-
mational seminar on Thursday, Sep-
tember '24, from 3:30-5:00 p.m. in 
Science 202. The Assembly Intern 
Program offers college Juniors and 
Seniors an opportunity to become in-
volved in State government operatlons 
and legislative processes. A stipend 
and credits can -be earned for this ex-
perience. Our guest ~peakers will in-' 
elude Willian F. Passannante, Chair-
man and·Spcaker.Pro Tern; H. Sam 
MacNeil, District Assemblyman; and 
Dorothy Lord, Program Coordinator. 
_Students, staff and faculty wishing to 
attend a.re asked to sign up in advance 
at Career Planning, ·1st floor Gannett 
as soon as possible. 
THE ITHACAN September 10, 1981 · 
Announcements *SAB continued from pag';-./0 to unite I.C. with the com-munity. Activities such as bloodmobiles' and jogathons 
are held for charitable causes. 
1Charities receiving donations 
Entertainment 
feawring the ironic' Berlin and more Maemo Tom Eisner (of the scin- in the past include Muscular 
romantic Broadway songs of Kurt tillating baton) continues in this grand Distrophy and the· United 
Weill. The music is all Weill, while tradi~ion, and wishes to assure any W 
lyrics are a grand panoply of wor- closet orchestral types that there is ' ay · 
Ithaca College Concert/Recital dsmiths, including Bertolt Brecht, never, never .an audition for Crossroads 
&:hedule for September,,.(,\11 free and Marc Blitzstein, Ira Gershwin, Ogden B.R.A.H.M.S. --just good, clean fun. Chairperson: Lisa L'Huillier 
open lo the public.) Nash and Maxwell Anderson. The We specialize in people who "used to This committee utilizes the 
Sept. 12 Graduate voice Ice- Cabaret feawres such songs as "The play" something and everyone is in- Crossroads (located on the 
ture/recital by Barbara Cook. I p.m. Ballad of Mack The Knife," "Bilbao vited (fac~lty must be accompanied by second floor in the Union) ~or 
Ford Hall Nabenhaucr Rm. Junior Song," "September Song," "The a responsible graduate student). 
voice r;cital by Jean Simp,on. 2 p.m. Saga of Jenny," and "Surabaya So drop that calculator, test wbe, or social act1v1t1es. Each 
Ford Hall Auditorium. Johnny." • half-dissected frog and show up for a weekend live entertainment, 
Sept. 13 Faculty flute recital by This i, the second Weill piece on mystery program at Barnes Hall on sueh as bands or solo artists, 
Georgetta Maiolo. 3 p:m. Ford Hall which the two artists have Wednesday, September 9 a1 7:30, wirh is presented. Th'L' 1 l\l Mon-
Auditorium. collaborated. Ms. Schlamme is a instrument and music stand. For fur-
Sept. 14 Faculty piano recital by singer who became an actress, while thcr information, contact Steve day of every nionth is 
Phiroze Mehta. 8: 15 p.m. Ford Hall Mr. Epstein i, an actor who uses Nowicki or Hillary Rettig at 256-4464. • traditionally "Open Mike 
Auditorium. singing as an clement of his acting. And no, you don't have to be a Night" at the Crossroads and 
Sept. 17 Faculty recital by Dana The two different origins exert a pull scientist... all students are welcome to 
Wilson and Stephen Brown. 8:15 that brings a bristling vitality. to their .~Bars contmuedfirompage 7 :·splay their talents. p.m. Ford Hall Auditorium. brilliant interpretations. 
Sept. 19 Junior percussion recital Ms. Schlamme acquired her exper- ved in giant-~ized glasses. · inner Theater 
by Charles Peltz. 2 p.m. Ford Hall tise in the famous German Theatre Micawbers Chairperson: Carrie Armus 
Auditorium. songs of Brecht and Weill in Europe, Micawbers is not as college- Twice a year this committe,· 
Sept. 20 Graduate voice Ice- receiving international acclaim, and oriented as other surrounding presents a dinner theater in th, 
ture/recital by Stewart Buisch. I p.m. has led a full professional life as singer 
Ford Hall Nabenhauer Rm. Faculty and actress in America. She appeared bars. Micawbers has a much Crossroads. The cast is totally 
voice recital by Mimmi Fulmer. 3 as Golde in Fiddler On The Roof, in different atmosphere· and comprised of students. For 
p.m .. Ford Hall Auditorium. Solitaire/Double Solitaire, in the NY "mostly Ithaca residents" as Parents' Weekend this Oc-
Scpt. 23 Bartok Birthday Concert' - City Opera's The Threepenny Opera, Marie, a bartender explains. tober they will be doing 
faculty members Ramon Salvatore, and off-Broadway's A Month Of 
Mary Ann Covert and Gordon Stout. Sundays. She also appeared at the On Monday nights there are "Trouble in Tahiti", a play by 
8: 15 p.m. Ford Hall Auditorium. Stratford, Ontario Shakespeare 'ive bands, usually rock n' roll Leonard Bernstein. 
Sept. 27 Junior nute recital by Jud~ Festival in The Rise And Fall Of The vi" R & B. Extra University Activities 
Scerio. I p.m. Ford Hall Nabenhauer City Of Mahagonny, anct· had a long Drinks here :irt> rp;isonablc Chairperson: Donna Romano 
Room. run in a solo show in New York, A ' n price. Micawbers also has A new committee this year Sept. 28 Graduate saxopho_ne lee- Woman Without A Man . . . · 
!Ure/recital by Larry Neumann. 7 Alvin Ep5tcin i5 a renowned actor Prior on tap. extra-university will be of 
p.m. Ford Hall Nabenhauer Room. and director, on both New York and The Arcade fering m1m-cou1~es to J.C. 
Sept. 29 Faculty oboe recital by leading regional theatre siages. He The Arcade has a different students taught by outside in-
Peter Hedrick. 8:15 p.m. Ford Hall has performed on Broadway with setiing·than most of the down- stru'ctors and some student'>. 
Auditorium. Marcel Marceau's Mime Company,'· 
and with che French Mime Theatre of town bars. There is a large 'l'here will be eight mm1-
A Kurt Weill Cabaret Etienne Dccroux in Europe and the room where · vario_us bands courses this semester including 
Avery special entertainment comes Middle Ea\t.- He played the Fool in play every night. Tom, a bar- Bartcnding, Pottery, Kara: i:. 
to Ithaca on September 19 when two Or,on Welles' production of King tender, says the customers are Yoga and Auto Mechanics. 
di~tinguishcd actor/singers, Martha Lear, and ,hortly after created the role Fi"lms 
a- "mixture in between town-Schlammc and Alvin Epstein, bring of Lucky in the original Waiting For 
their very successful A Kurt Weill Godot. He won an Obie Award for sfolk and college students". Chairperson: Kevin O'Neill 
Cabaret to the stage of the Willard hi~ appearance in Dynamite Tonight, There is never a cover cxept on Each Friday, Saturday, and 
Straight Theat~c: Curtain time will be and also apearcd in No String~ and certain occasions. Sunday night in Textor '10~ 
8: 15 p.rn. Their appearance is spon- Endgame. He has many credits a~ a D . k reasonably this committee presents two 
sored by Theatre Cornell and the Cor- di~ector and has appeared numerous rm S are 
nell Council for the Creative and Per- time~ on television. priced, and tnere are specials; -showings of a film. The Friday 
forming Ans. Tickets go on sale a: . four nights per week. and Saturday movies are 
the Theatre Cornell Box Office, lower Plums popular, recent productions; 
floor of Willard Straight Hall, Sep- B.R.A.H.M.S. (The Bi-Weekly Plums has a very nice, com- the Sunday night film is 
tembcr 10, from 1-6:00 p.m., Mon- Rehearsing Association of Honorary 
day-Fri°clay. Call 256-S165 for reser- Musical Scientists) announces ils first fortable atmosphere. Here usually a classic. 
vations. rehearsal of the 1981-82. This or- you can find a classy setting Fine Arts 
Ms. Schlarnme and Mr. Epstein ai-e chestra, now in its four hundreth year, and a good-sized dining room. Chairperson: 
internationally - renowned performc(s ha, featured such greats as Galileo Suzie, a bartender, says !he Chimmielewski 
who complement eacch other (playing the alto sax), Newton (on cu.,tcmt::rs consist of "a lot of This committee brings 
Michelle 
musically and dramatically, fusing percussion), and Godel (kazoo) -- all 
together into an explosion 6f in- of whom were attracted to the ensem- students and local busine~~ professional theater and dance 
credibly moving musical theatre, ble by its motto: Nil Auditionidum. ' people". groups to l.C. There will be 
._:·T·,···,··H····:i)\'c···,,.A. ,., co·ll ,·,:· ·w·' ·cc::·K'. -...~REv,· .:~··-: ;··.:: 
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Music 
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c,,mpllcd by the 
Off ice of Caci,puo 
AL"tivitics - rnl;e 
Theatre/Films 
Scptc.-:bcr ,11 
SAB File Airplane; 
Textor 102, 7 & 9, JO pm. 
Adm LS!:. tori chJrgcd. 
September 12 
Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports 
September 10 September 10 
Orientation~ Cociputing, ~ Act.iv1t1ce Board 
~cEk_r __ l_! 
~~. v~ H.1n-.-
ficld (2), l pn (It) Friends 305. 8 ari; AND Orgo.ntzotionnl ciccting, 
Frlcn~s/108, 7:15 pm. Union Dining Hall, 8 pci Scptt!mbc_r__!l 
!H0'1.EC11'1:T'.I ' ~ ~ ~ ruoh party J.l.EJ_J llrn .. _k_1.~. v-. .-\lur.-111 Sponsored b~ Academic Computer Services, 
Etcetera 
>.PJ:.!°:.-.b1.·_!_ lJI 
(,~.!:.~l.:.1)1 : , l l ! , -
.inJ c l,•t la111,· 
l~t-bit-,-ct•,~ ... :, ' I 
10 ,II"' l1 1 h ;• 
'.L:ll__lL r~b_1 r 
!:>AH 1-·11rn Airf>lane, , Creating~ Credential Septecber ll 11 .in· (hi 
Footbn.11. VS. Alb,:my 
C!!..!..l~L'Jl 11,ir}",,, 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm .• file, Connett 114, 10 ru: Navigotoru, DeClotte Rao<>, 
,\dr.:lssion chargl"•J. Sign up nt Career Plans. Egbert Union. 7: 30 pm l: 30 p::i (II) Hen's~. , ... llob,,rt, 
2 pc, (A) 
l',1-..t 1•lh' ' 
Ht 11 • 1, ! ' , ,11 
LP l. l I 
- Scptt.!.':lbl!r 13 
~AB r·ur:1 ~ Q.E, Tiger 
.h!.!.:.:, rcxtor 102, 8 pm. 
,\dmb::.lon chaq.;,cd, 
~cptcrn.bcr I 7 
Film ~ ! ££! Caught. 
Crossruads, lgbert Union 
11: JO 1am. Sponsored by<) 
the Ah ohol Awareness 
, Task F?rcc. 
"" 
September 18 
Sll'B Fi lr.1 A Clockwork 
-Oran,;c. Textor 102. 
7 ~ 9: JO pm. AdC1isslon 
1.. harf,tcd. 
September 12 & I) 
West Afr[can Dance F'orm9 
~t~o. Dnnc-e -
ciTcT;; ,J7:i'o P"'· 
Presented by Theatre 
Arcs/ Anthropology/ 
• Sociology, 
Septec:ibC?r 16 
Penn ~ Univcro1ty 
MBA S<!minar. Sign up 
Mc~lnnning. 
Scptc1:1bcr 17 
West African Dance Forcui 
:-in'f o~ocuiiatoO:--
frlendo 2liJ, 8:30 co 
10 pm. 
Scptcmbe:r 18 
Hov to Write· .zs Reou::ie 
tha"tvill ~ Doors, 
C'1nnetc 111, l pm.· Sign 
up at Career Planning. 
~ Accouncirtg ~ 
Gannett ll I, 7 pm. Sign 
up at Career Pl1111DiDJ1. 
Septcciber 13 
Alt.a::mi AssoctaC.ion Board 
""""oriiTrcctors Hect ing, 
Boaird Room, Job Hall, 
!1:30 am 
.., Septecber 14 
~ H,111 !?J _r~ ~~­
.9..u£!_, Union Dining 11,dl, 
7 prn 
Scpu•mbc r 14 
~~.\"~. 
Core l~n<l. J prn :A) 
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~ ~. Hain Chapel • John. ): 30 pm (A) 
8 to 10 pCII Scptembl!.!._J.§_ 
Az:tcrica.n Socict Person- Tennis, vs. t:niv. i•I ~1~1~ Rochester, l:)O pn (\) 
o"et;,cce Rooc.,. Union, 9pm b!Y ~. v~,. 11,irtwh.k, 
3: 30 pc, (A) 
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. -~----H>4-r<H-H4~ ' Chum Chum, _ rl}ntinuedfrom page 9 They have no alternative. 
Dave-
Happy 21st Birthday. 
Love always, 
K 
Dear Amy, 
The night the lights went out in Ithaca 
is the night that you discovered 
proposition 19. 
Signed, 
the voter~ from your district 
Dear Cathy, 
"Well-let's go" - get mar_ried. I have 
the green tux if you still have the pur-
ple dress. · 
Love, 
the Jogger 
Wanted-
Girt to sing harmony to James 
Taylor's song "i~ that the way you 
look" Call 273-9889. 
DianaD., 
Part-time work on·campus, 
stapling posters 
to bulletin boards. 
..... 
•4- 15 hours weekly 
•No Selling (your pay is based on 
the amount of material distributed} 
*Requires no supervision 
•Campus rep earns $4 -$7 per hour 
•Choose your own schedule 
-
For Information Contact: 
Jeanne Swenson 
500 3rd Ave. W., 
Seattle,WA 98119 
(206) 282-8111 
- , 
Herbert Horacio Hornblower-
Que pasa? Whata doa youa thinka 
abouta the "Backa ona the· Hilla Par-
tya "? Vania go?? 
Yohan 
Lick it baby, Lick it!! ~ ·are taken for an unnecessary Well · they do have· one 
·Signed ~' "d h ·1 '. Th-- b . II you m~ke me cream I"'":, ,n e w e_n they purchase their a ternative. e as1ca y un-
. '"ti text requirements? Although tapped market of used books. 
__.,, § the student population may There's. thousands of unused 7;_ 
. <ll resoundingly scream an em- and unsold of them boxed up -;~ 
~=es~===~~ phatic "That's a fact Jack'" in students closets··because or .:~J. 
Chas, . Ql '. • ' · · 'i Corne on over and paint our numbers. ,.::: the student populauon may the lack of a good system to 1 
C.A.M.P. U not have it as bad as it seems. circulat them. The , · 
* In an engaging conversation bookstore's . grossly )~ 
' with the I.C. Bookstore inadequate used book /-
! IJ seu::n::n::1~r::n::2::n:::s~ manager Mary Cutler, The -program falls far short of -~." 
Ithacan learned that there\ a fulfilling this need (not_ even 
lot more to running a inflation can justify b0Qsting 
be J,;store than most people the price of a used text higher 
might think: "Actually, we than what it was brand new) 
~ l@J Ii] Ii) Iii Ii] [ii [iJ (jJ (jjjj 
~ [ii 
fjJ WANTED ~ 
~ TRAVEL- iJ ffiil REPRESENTATIVE .~ 
ii SSS HIGH EARNINGS SSS -~ 
~ FREE TR'll VEL BENEFITS Ii) 
(iii "4•11on11 Travel _.nd M1•k•ttnq Comi,,nw .J 
l:!21 -s•~t1,1 10•1t1,• "'•Qhly mo1,w1r1d •"d11,du•1 t!!!J 
J'm lo 'DP••:i•nl di cnlllQIIIID lr,wDI •11C11l1or,- 1;;ii1 
e proq11rn, on ,:;;,mou, t!!J 
@I PART TIME HOURS F0LEXl8LE 
I@ NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
@J ·ca1fm1::~~,;o~:.:: .. " "~, 
~ -Nlll?f" 
use the manufacturer's and the traditional method of 1 
suggested refail price. As a hanging signs to push your old :~j 
matter of fact, almost any reading requirements is too )j 
bookstore in ·the United States disorganized. '·;i 
··., 
will, the- exception being those The only answer is a studern J 
that add shipping charges to book co-op. .:,. 
their book prices." This is not an original idea, ··i ,1 
The manutacturer's of course. Mary Cutler recall\ '.l 
suggested retail price is ap- two times · that · she helped \1 
proximately 20 percent above organize one (which seem\ ·~ 
"'~ 
wholesale. But that 20 percent strange--the manager of thl' ··~~ 
Congratulations on becoming the 
president of the I.C. Adam and Ants 
fan club. We love you! 
C:A',IPUS VACATION ASSOCIATION~ 
f d I H • 'Ei1 ;'5 COURT 'iTREET 
oun , p case return to ow1e Chan- ~ ••ao" rn , , ,,,., 
still makes it difficult for the bookstore to openly encourage -~~ 
store to make ends me~t. With competition)? But, u11for- · :f 
the cost of freight going up, tunately, the co-ops failed to 'J 
the· cost of books will likewise become much competition. :]] 
skyrocket. Tack on to that the Due to student apathy and i 
substantial royalties for the lack of participation, both co- .:~ 
authors and the rising price of ops faded after a semester of ·?f 
paper..then_ the high price of · each: J 
sky, Corne!! University. · § 
Ad_am and the Ants 
1HIJEJLP WANTED 
Evenings and weekends 
Apply in the afternoon, iii person 
lPllldgie§ Pizza 
Elmira :Road 
VERY B£TTERT!-IAN Ra},,. BU,NOTMA~ 8€J7ER 
THAN Ya.LatJ!.:5'EJ?i£.!:::!5§ YELLDµJ ENA/y!l=L! 
rP'tl@$~ peopDe prefer Old Viemuna 
to almos~ a!flything. 
This advertisement is a blatant attempt to 
pers~ade you to buy,Old Vien~a beer. If y~u keep 
buying our beer, we II keep running our cartoons: 
OldVien~a f;anadian Beer 
Imported by Century Importers, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland -..,. 
. ml 
FORSAL,E . 
1981 AMC American Eagle 
Station Wagon - Fully Loaded 
,AIC, AM-FM Cas~ettc 
4 Wheel Drive - 1.3,000 miles 
Financing Available 
Call if Interested 
Pete .277-1321 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
To share a large furnished 
two bedroom apartment 
in University Park. 
Call 257-3995 
• ~ r~~t'OR~,~ .,, "'')di( 
.-
, I 
... 
L 
books is accounted for.- Son And, as the prices go up, the ~~ 
of. ability of studems to afford ;~ 
Th'e crimihal here, if any, is those books crucial to passing '!\~ 
the conglomerate of publishers their comses bec01ne1 .':~ 
who force unreason~ble list '.5ignificantly more crippled.. '1 
prices for texts on the college Perhaps the administration ,-,_, 
market. But the law of suoolv should consider inspiring thl' j 
. and demand is radically different organization of one... ·1 I on the American campuses . . . NEXT WEEK: The Rise and ·~ 
students have to buy books. F II f P S Ii I '.":iJ a o . a art~· c oo . -'") 
... 
four shows this year, and a This committee brings four J1 
few workshops. major speakers to Ithaca l :.i 
Publicity College each _year. On Sep- ':: 
Chairperson: Andr~w - te_mber_ 21st they will ~resern p 
Carruthers Lisa B1rnbach,., the editor ol 'I l 
This group takes care of the The Preppy Handbook. . ·'. 
publicity for all other SAB Travel i .: 
committees; using Chairperson: Dave Pearson i } 
newspapers, radio, flyers· and This committee is planning I :: 
posters. -QUS trips to places of interc11 · 
R~creation in the. Fingerlakes area such a1 
Ch~irperson: Valerie the wineries. A bus going to 
Georgaras N_ew York City and soml' 
This committee organizes · weekend excursions are bein,!! 
contests and games within the planned. 
LC. community. The Winter The members of th~Studern 
CarniVal and the Turkey Trot · Activities Board are workin!.! --=~ 
are the two big annual events hard for the sole benefit ot· :-~ 
this committee s·ponsors. · their fellow students. All they ': 
Recruitment are asking in return is par-
Chairperson: Stephanie Reina ticipation.· People are alway, ·· 
The purpose of this commit- needed to help out on all of the 
tee is to get students involved, committees. Student in-
and handle---public relations. volvetnent is' the key to thi, 
Last week they put on an ac- organization. If you are at all 
tivities fair at. the Egbert interested in 101mng the 
Union to let· students know Student Activities Board, 
hat SAB has available for come to their fir~t--meeting thi, 
them. - Thursday, September JOth· in • 
Speakers ~he Union Oining Hall at 8:00 
Chairperson: Penny Downes · p,m. 
' . . PREPAR·E. FOR . " ,, -, ... : 
-- MCAT•LSAT•GMATJl(I 
.-SAT•ACT-DAT•GR.E-CPA 
• Per"!anent Centers open .days, 
evenings and weekends. 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-
t,me stall. . 
• Complete TfST-n:TAPE Yfac,1,ties 
for rev,e11/ of class lessons and 
supplementary materoaJs. 
• Classes taught by skilled 
instructors. _ 
• Opportunity to make up n11sse!I 
lessons. 
• Vo_lumonous home-study materials 
constantly updaled by research-
ers expert m their f1f!ld. 
• Opportunity lo transfer to and 
contin've study at any ot our 
over 85 centers. · · 
, . OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE · · 
GRE PSYCH & BIO• MAT• PCAT • OCAT • VAT• TOEFL 
MSKP • NMB • VOE• ECFMG • FLEX • NOB• NLE 
C~-H."-
_,j !!~! & TEST PREPARATION. , 
Sl'E(:IALIST,S SINCE 193!1._ 
r.1" n.,. .. £v,.~ 1,, ,\r1•!.f'r, •, 
. *305 VinrSI. 
Livrrpool,N. \'. 13088 
Cd. 315-451·2'11 
-·· ~ I • .,,, r•• Jf,(ln o\Dnul Olflrr Crr,!r,, 
Uuf•1d• ._y <;IJI• , 
CALL TOLL FREE 800-223-1782 .. 
